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BITHOLITHIC PEOPLE TAKE GRADING RAID PRINT Mr. T. A. Young, Popular Drummer
CONTRACT AND START THE WORK • SHANTYBOATERS Killed in Runaway at Fort Worth PLANS TOWIDEN
TENTH STREET
All Will Be

THE HOARD OF WORKS LETS THE
M GO AHEAD NOW AND'
NOT TAKE AWAY THEIR CONTRACT
, INASMUCH AS BITULITHIC PEOPLE HAVE TAKEN
ORAl
k
'NG
CONTRACT
FROM GARDNER'& ROBERTSON—JOINT
OF POLES-BY.C6MPANIES CAUSES REINSTAT
EMENT
OF CONDUIT
PRIVILEGE—OTHER BUSINESS
OF IMPORTANCE.

Mr. Oscar Starks, of

the

Starks- Young was pitche

d out upon his head
Ullman Saddlery company, yesterday
Rounded Up morni
and the skull fractured in such a
ng received a letter
from manner that the serious concu
ssion Park Commissioners Are
Nashville, giving him the particulars
and Made to Pay
produced resulted shortly thereafter
of the killing of Mr. T. A. Young,
in death
Now Woxking On
.
_
-one --of his-travelinen -it "
Licenstr—:
- Poo "Mr.-Yoere re.;ded
Worth, Texas last Saturday.
and was a no.: or :hot..
This Idea
Mr. Young traveled fur the Padu- of
age. He was a thorough harness
firm through TaX116 and Arkan- and
saddle man and had been workCRUSADE STARTS AT ON CE cah
sas, and Indian. Territory, and was
ing for the Starks-Ullman concern
OPTIONS BEING PROCURED
out in a buggy at Fort Wort callin
g since the first of the year.
on his custo

Yesterdey afternoon during the Councilman
KatterjOhn of the tight
mers when the animal
meeti
ng of the board etv, ptiblic 1 Kommittete
He had a number of friends in this
kora tile legislative JUDGE
.
EVA
becam
NS
e
frigh
SUST
tened
AINE
and ran away. Mr. city who will deeply
D
board
s, met with the board of works
-"soh",
Superintendent 'Bradley ofl
regret to learn
COMMISSISON
REFEREE BAGBY IN EVof his accidental death. He was
ISLES THIS
the bitulithic company that has the to again tak,. up the question of ena
tarring the city's electric light powmemb
er
of
the
THO
Clark'
ERY
Trave
ROU
s
lers
river
GH
POINT IN SEVERAL
Protective
but not being able to
to construct Kentucky nve-1 er /muse so
TO BE
current could be furnishassociation, and a man of family.
swim, came back to shore where
flue andieffesson street from the end ed for aoo street corne
CON
VER
he
jjtj
TED
0
LITI
GATI
ONS
FINE
The remains were taken to Nashv
r arc illtislawas captured by Mk. Shelton
ille
and
• of the brick stree out to Ninth, ig,-I On account of the absence of the
brought to town and turned over to for interment.
DRIVISSISAY.
formed the board members that the other three aldermen and councilmen
Mr. Reeves. The accused was taken
-•-•-•••••••••••••••
bittilittrie people bad gotiten Coistract-t on this committee, and also the ab- Ed Atherton Taken Back to Benton back to Benton
in the afternoon to
sence
'Rdbe
releas
Gembs
rtsou
to
of Meslaber John G; Rincliffe
e,
&
The Members Are Work
stand trial in the circuit court
to Stand Trial in Circuit Court
. ors
the, coveeter
met the
ing on Many
that
aitigiathic people, of the board of works
, it was decided
will be convened there next Mond
ay
Progr
essiv
e
of
comra
Ideas
take
that
the
ttors
to
Serio
lighti
tind
made With these
us Charge.
ng proposition go over
vim Efby Judge W. M. Reed.
.the gravel and dirt from Kentucky' until Monday afternoon when a calfect Much Good for PaduJefferson, so the bitulithic led .session will be held solely for
. avenu
peoplee and
Referee Sustained.
vocatt comm
ence spreading: thia purpose.
cah's Beauty.
Magistrate Charles Emery, ConJudge Evans at Louisville has con- DECLARE THAT REPORTS OF
these
,
which
compo
sitio
with
, their
n
stable A. C. Shelton and the county firmed the decision of Referee E.
City Engineer Washington in-for
METHODS IN
%V. UNCLEAN
t d
thoroughfar,es tv
attorney, Albin Barkley, have started Bagby of the local bankrupt court,
s,irci)
4 ". 04, works edi the board that he had
President D. G. Murrell of the
KILL
order
ed
ING
t
UNTR
infor
UTHFUL.
In
ming till,.
big pipe that is to be laid under the a crusade against the shanty boaters where the referee recommended that
board of public park commissioners,
e had taksn; groun
that the bitulithie
Will
of
this
,
Harris, L. C. Linn and Will
vicinity, and will have all ar-I
d from Third and Harrison
and the other members of that body,
Gardner
i the grading ocntsact
rested where they fail to pay the Linio of the Harris and company
street
s
to
the
edge
have started a norther of read estate
of
the.
Ohio
river. state license,
Chica
Robertson. Mr. Bradley said that his'I ',coo
go,
June
11
6.—T
nn
he
e
packers
granted discharges in bankthe law providing that
feet away, so that accumulated
dealer
s out getting options from peowere
own concern wudtd immedhitely e,smmum yesterday. Wficially, they
The creditors objected to
I surface water gathering in the eicin- every house-boat-man keeping his rupt
ple owning property on South Tenth
jar ay the, o y
• Inealte •Elieging a
refuse
d
e.
to
discus
floati
s
schar
the
ng home moored to Kentuckyi
"animus" of
ge and appealed to Judge
ri of Third and Harrison could be
between Kentucky avenue and Jackspread •
• dirt so the bit
Referee President Roosevelt in submitting the son street in
drained to the river. As soon as banks shall pay a license of ls each Evans who now upholds
order to see how much
right way.
Neill-Re
Bagby
ynold
.
year.
s
The
report
'
judge also ratified the
to congress a
the pipe arrives he will start men to
strip of the gorund on each side
The bitulithic
co
Mond
refere
4t
ay,
e's
but
action
after
There
severa
are
in
l
about
confe
overr
shant
fifty
r- can be bough
uling the
y-boatwork digging the
deep strench in
t for that Tenth street
tract for putting thehitnlititic d'
ers tied to the river banks insider bankrupts' exceptions to the $1,aces ences in the Rookery building they
en which
can be widened to too teet and 'there•on these thoroughfares, and also the laid. the mains will immediately be McCracken county. Five
chins
decid
that
ed
to
exten
Carte
d
an
r
invita
Dry
tion
Goods Co.,
to by converted
have been
into a handsome boulecontract for the storm seweer
t.
.. ...._..,
arrested and yesterday morning paid had 'against Harris. The referee was "the world" in general and to the
vard. To this end, the commissioners
They then sub-lee .tsk Gardner &, Street Inspector
Alonzo Elhott their license.
Now the justice has in lifurray Tuesday taking evidence people of Chicago and vicibity in have been
working for sveral weeks
Robertson the work'4 putting down' was authorised to buy from
Christian 'articular to inspect their plants and quietly. The
the city appointed these five deputy consta- in the erase where the
'Parties getting the opthe stain sewswfilltNth
dig-1 fire department aoo feet of the old bles so they can go with Constable church claims mone-y from the Har- to see for themselves whether
th.. tions will complete their
ging .up the ;nil
work short119p.thait is no longer fit for use in Shelton, who will be given blank ris bankrupt estate, but the referee charges made against the abatto
ir ly, at which time elle commi
has not yet rendered any decisi
and hantinraway As -dirt and gravel' irlitine flees, „but does well for the warrants. AT.it
ssioners
indus
try
are
well
on.
founded. Individ- will meet and compi
a boat, go down
le a report to
so the bitistithic mold be put down.I street department for flushing
as far as Massad Judge Evans confirmed the ref- ually, the packing companies also ex- he submitted
and the Ohic
to the legislative auRobertson & Gardner have been cleaning work. The Moil
creek,
will
chides McCracken and, eree's recommendation that Thomas tend invitations'to live-stock commis- thorities,
along
with recommendaprogressing so slowly with the work bought for 25 cents per foot.
Reeve
s
of
Ballar
d
Ballare sountiea.
coanty, and M. sion men to visit the stockyards and
The party then
tions
that the, bitulithic people now let
G. Sale of this city, be granted dis- form their
goe•
up
the
Tenne
ssee
own bpinions as to conriver as far
The street inspector was order-1
At present Tenth street from Jackcharge&
them cootitthe with the.storm sewers, to give
ditions there. ,
Mayor Yeiser So feet of curb- aa the county line. The shanty-boatson to the end of the former thorbut take the grading part away from
The decision of' the packers to rest oughfare
ing to taint the place of the old se • e men mad'- denoty constables will lois over too feet in width,
them, and at once start their own,
First Meetings.
on their published reply to the Neill- and -has been
removed from the rneyor'• rep" .. cate tht ....nee of the house-boatersi
since the highway was
men to hauling away the gravel and!
Peier
ce
Right
)
goes
to
r
Murra
y
toShelt
ble
Reyno
on, and all will bet
lds report apparently
•I
The street inspector Wet 4.'
was laid out some years since. Now the
Superintendent Bradley promdirt
day
to
hold
the
first
meeti
ng of creds (breed by the implied threat
to let the li'versine tissiersi ha" an" e and brought to the city. The hors
of park commissioners want it made
ised tbe board of works faithfully
in the case where William Presi
tem ,,ill be made within the next dayl
dent Roosevelt to withdraw that wide between Jacks
loads ..of 5..4 o te tai•e*, tr
on and. Ken
Wayn
That his company would get the en- street
e
of
Faxon
,
Callo
way county government inspectors
excavver .s. the hospital direc- or two, arrangements for it having filed
from
the 'tricky avenue, and over to Broadway
a petition in bankruprey. The
tire bitulithic, storm sewers, concrete tors
been
made
yeste
rday by the authoriwanting the earth to fill ep low
stockyards. The inspection is under if possible, so as
to make a wide
curb and gutteriegovork done inside
creditors will elect their trustee to
parts of the grottoes a: Fourth and ties.
control of the deapronent of agricul- and handsome driveway
look
through the
after
of sixty working days on the avenue
their
intere
sts.
This
licens
e
law
has not been enture and therefore is subject to pre- entire southern portio
Cale streets. The dirt is TO be paid
n
from Fourth to Ninth, Jefferson from for
of
the com•
the
.At
first
credit
ors'
meeti
ng yesforced. but will be from now ott,1
by else hospital Ispd.
teedgy in the John G. Cairnes' case, emptory orders by President Roose- munity.
Fifth to Ninth, and Sixth. Seventh
and
will
proba
bly
have
Some weelo ago the Independent
a tendency to James
velt. The withdrawal of government
President Murrell yesterday :•x
and Ninth, from the avenue to _Pe- telep
P. Sleets was elected trustee.
hone company secured permis- weed out the many shanty boats that!
:
inspection would ruin interstate and pressed the belief that it would
terson street.
take
•
sion from the board of works to put cluster in every nook
along the
foreign trade in meat products. This over $to,000 to buy enough
Along this One lie also promised to its wires
Dall Around Court Home.
ground
in an underground conduit rivers.
trinft
eeiready has suffered severely, from the abutting propery owners te
Thiess were pretty dull around the
baire.,the conceme sidewalks alone on
Kentucky avenue from Fifth to
tint house yesterday, nothing doing although it is claimed by the peck- made it the desired width frees the
these thoroughfare completed within: Ninth
Trio Fined.
by agreeing to rernove all the
in e county judge's office, no suits ers that the retail trade has not been avenue.'ot Seoadiway to Jackson, and
twoweeks after Vellbreet work was, poles
Irishn Penn, colored, was fined' Win
standing at the edge of the
e uted in the
completed. By t ese new arrange- sidewalks
circuit court, while reduced materially as the result of that if they can get the legislative
on this thoroughfare be- and cost's by ;ustice Emery yesterifin
board to do this, the commissioners
e
centnt
mems and agreements the board of, twcen
y
clerk's quarters only recent attacks.
those two • cross streets day for whipping a negress, °Ms mid
can have pieced in the center of the
marri
worlds lets the bititlithic people pro-! Af:er
age
licens
was
e
issued
,
that
wards it developed the company Charles McFall and Will Harrington,
thoro
ugh fare a sendl park running
teed with the improvement, which, did not inten
A.
J. McNeil. aged 48, and
d taking down the poles, shanty-boaters. were each fined the'
the entire "len.% of Tenth, rows of
will not be taken away from them asi so
,
aged
26.
both
Creal
of
the board revoked the right to game sum for fighting one another.
trees being put -on each side of the
nark
would have resulted shortly if open- put down
Both have been mar•
the conduit. Now, yeswater, wlidisebeantifal graveled drivefled once before.
ations had not been pushed more ex- terday the
Atherton C.aptured.
Independent company and
ways Can be laid out between the
-peatit-may.
I
.
Mr. David Reeves, former sheriff
center .and 1.* pavements on ea*
Court House Lights.
Alderman Hubbard and Bell. and
of Marshall county, came here yes-I
(Continued op IV a.)
side, and the highway thereby made
The
cluste
r
of
electric lights are
terday from Benton with a warrant
a beagtiful drive.
burni
ng
each
eveni
ng
on
time
cepal
o
charging Ed Atherton, white, wit
MI
.
Ten's never been opened beiit
or
he county court house arid they CHARMING AFFAIR AT AUDI
entices/log $14 that bad been stolen
- tween Brosi
add grestfy to the beauty of the
lwey and Kentucky aveearand left with him. Constable Shel-1
- ATTORIUM
LAST
nue,
apt
#11
ds have bought
Mindi
ng
'being
,
.
vis?ble for miles
ton took the warrant, and going
enough groundrra shay foot street
to, away. They are owned
EVEN
ING.
off
about
Andy Cooper's farm near Clark's
TO
connecting thew two thoroughfares.
riv-, co‘clock each night. and are
•••••••••••48•111
appreciater, located Atherton who tried -to,
The comminsioners wanted them to
ed by the surrotmding reside
recapt and was chased half a mile by timey
nts as
purchase ceough for moo feet width
furnish brilliancy for many Tonight the Commencement
the officer. Atherton leaped into
Exer- 'but the authorities deeme
tots
d it inadvisheretofore dark in that vicini
.
•
ty. cises Will Occur at The Kenable lust at present..
If the legislative1ifficers look favtucky Piss,4.souse.
orably upon the idea of the park
commissioners, nothing can be done
this year towards buying the properThe closing entertainment of the
ty sufficient for widening the street,
series
of
schoo
l affairs, was given
r•
iast evening at the Washington huild• as no Mangy was appropriated foe
this purposi When the appropriation
it.g auditorium on West Broadway,
ordinances .were adopted the first of
and attended by several hundred
this year, therefore the movement
loople, who were Lliarmed with the
St. Louis, Mo, Jsne 6.—Members sion of
cannot be
successfully
carried
the yankees into Mexic
o. We delightful success culminating the 'through until the appropriations are
of the junta of the Mexican liberal have
been making a fight
effort
s
of
the
sweet young graduates. taken op next January tor
for a
party who say they believe they are square
the goy
deal for the Mexican la
The eVent was the "CULL Day'....zer.e.„
pc r cQns accuaed-by-.4.1isisadoS4a45e-.,Irt we
ViTr
monie
tint
s
re
o
to
the graduating class, and
fight. This
Ambassador Thompson of having Is
The commissioners have a number
purely a labor fight not
a revo- those taking part acquitted them- of good ideas they are working out
incited the strike at the Greene -Con- lution
so far as we are conce
selves most creditably, amid the
Herbert Leon Cope, the humorist, life.
rned.
for beautifying the city. but this year
His lecture-entertainments are solidated copper mines at Ci4tinea, "Our great
merit
ed plaudits aceorded each.
purpo
who apepars herit duriug,h ,.aoming a resist
se
is
to
overcan only get their plans into definite
less medley of unadulterated Mexico, were found today at, 2645 throw Diaz.
This evening the commencement shape
We
chatitauqua, isioone cr4.:40,e :ogtetiest fun,
tatid - rheieetniesatntil the hoards
solid common sense, classic Lafeyette avenue, where they are from that purpo shall not depart exerci
ses occur at The Kentucky allow them money next January.
se until the work is
artists in his line tbe •world Ovif. He beaut
y and magnetic pathos, all publishing a paper called Regentrae- accomplished.
But we do not hold theatre, to which an admission of
appears here in. matiy, parts during tinged
with the philosophy and re- ion. Antonio I Villareal, seeretary ourselves
respon
sible
, the Paducah gathering which con- ligion
for the riot and twenty-five cents will be charged. TO PROBE ELECTION FRAUD.
of life. During the past two of the junta, is in zharge of • the if they want us
The graduates; are: Inez Bell, Carothey
venes one wgek froin .tbnititeo* at seasons
will
find us here.
headq
uarters. He admitted a desire We
Mr. Cope has tilled engageline
are
Hain, Elsie Hoewitscher, Enema
ready
and
we
Isats for -ten !dais,
will fight."
•fer . ' -•--- Merits in four hundr
ed and twenty- to overthrOW- Dias.
Mayer, Louise Jaynes, Coca Richard,- Special Grand jury to
Greene Issues a State
Mr. Cope ciffi hatidly be labellid. three differ
, Invaded"
ent cities and•towns, and "We
ment.
son, Lillie Mayer* Sutherland, Nellie
did not know that any one
Bisbee, An., June s.—Col.
He is not merely an entertainer, mar during
Leagu
Denver
e Charges.
the summer months he ap- in St.
W. C. Schwab, Bessie Seyersour,
Louis knew we were," said Greene, president of the
does he claim to be a lecfliter. Ile peared
Greene Con- Mitchell, Blanche Moone Mabel C
at seventeen of the leading Villareal.
Marie
y,
'Still
is really both in Olfe: 'Every-enter- Chata
we are not afraid. solidated Cover company,
uquas. The demand for re- They
who is at 'Wilcox, Ella Wilhelm, Florence
say we have tried to incite a •Cananea, ilexito, sends the
tainment is a lectUrs and there is turn engag
Denver, Col., June 6.—Jedsre John
following Weaver, Thomas Wooldridge, Will
ements by Mr. Cope ex- revolution.
That is not true. We signed statement:
a serious purpone*sk of all his fun. cels anyth
I. Wiest ist-dies ttlitrict court tochy
ing known In the enter- have simpl
Bell,
Mary
I3ond
urant, Cassandra granted the petition of the hones
y been printing the truth
To the Associated Press:
Mr. Cope's style Is peculiarly his tainment
t
line. He has given as high 'about
Some Ware.
the conditions at tile Greene eecounts of disturbances
own. He has the tare faculty of as nine
election league praying for the calat Cananea
return engagements to prac- mines
at Cananea. We have been very much' exaggerated.
being extremely funny without in- ticall
ling of a grand jury to investigate
y the same audience. It is this calling
Mexican COMPLICITY IN
attention to the fact that the authorities are giving
sinuation or •vulgarity, or descending continued
the alleged frauds prpertrated by the
full protection
demand for return dates mining comp
to our interests. Work
Denver public utility corporations in
any pays
to the province of the buffoon With that has
OUTR
BOM
AGE.
B
Ameri
can
being regiven him his soubriquet, Work
men $5 a day and pays Mexi- sumed at mines and ,
the interests of Certain franchises al
a deliehtful 'ebntrast of the subli
smelters. ,Gen.
me "Maker of the Smile That Won't cans
Barcelona, Spain, June 3.--;Delayed
only
$2.5o a day.
the election held on May t5 last
and the ludicrous, he develops rare Come
Torres in absolute Contr
ol of situa- by the Censor—A number of avarchoff." His record indicates it
entertainment out of the . tiblellittes, popula
tion.
Evidently false and
Desire to Overthrow Diaz.
rity unequaled by any lecturer
malicious ists, including the director- of the
Mise Lida Mitinson, stenographer
Inconsistencies and excesses of hureport has been extensively
circulated Modern school, have bees arrested for Hendrick, Miller and Marble,
"We have called attention to the by interested
man nature, taking hia models Prom
parties for mercenary here on suspicion oi complicity
cContinued on Page. Eight.)
evils which are following the Inn- inOt ives.
in goes to Tier old home in Mississippi
W. C. GREENE. the bomb outrage of May 31 at Mad- the lase of this
ma.j.
week for a visit

PACKERS ASK PUBLIC
TO SUSPEND JUDGMENT

ENTERTAINMENT

6,

Chautauqua Speakers Of Prominence
Entertain on Pertinent Matters
Herbert Leon Cope
Is of the Greatest
Humorists Ap--ikaring in the
Present Day
Professor Fletchers
Features Are Im
portant and
Beneficial

44

Members of Mexican Junita
at St. Louis^ Admit Design
to Overthrow President Diaz

t

"
•
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PLANS FOR THE WROTE A UDITOR DETAINED WOW MAMMOTH
PROSECUTION
CATIVING
NEWit, SEWERS FOB HIS NOTICE

6E1 THROUGH
YOUR CORR[SPONDENCE

emee*
NOTHING
•

HEARD

FOR

A

CASE

WEEK OR TWO FROM

be Done so he can Return by

LEVERTER

WENT OVER UNTIL

FICIAL NOTIFICA-

Compute Rate -Isto Valuations

Last of Month.

Stealing Pantaloons.

Streaks of Fire Flashed Through
the Rooms and Building Was
Gerdled by Fluid.

•

The Mayfield Messenger, speaking
of the electrical storm there Monday,
says:
Mr. W. M. Price and Bob
atts,
of Mayfield, were at the. horne of
Otto Allfield near Ilryorsburg, when
the storm came up.
Mr. Price says streaks of fire flashed throughout the house in all directions. On examining the outside of
the house it was discovered that several bricks were knocked from the
.chienney and several planks from the
aide of the house. Black spots were
in various places as if it bad been
scorched. The streaks of lightning
it •seems went entirely around the
license, but strange to sa no one was
shoeleed in the slightest way except
that a blister was made on a child's
face who was is the h ouse.

CLAIM

CE.

McCracken Circuit Court. George D.
Heyraan, etc., Plaintiffs, vs. Eduity,
Nathan Heyman, etc. defendants.
Ordepod that this action be referr
ed to Cecil Reed Master Comtniseioner sf the NT .Cracken Circuit
Court to take proof of assets and
liabilities of the estate of Rosa Hey-man, deceased, and all persons having claims' against said estate are required to properly verify and file the

J. A. 'MILLER. Cleric.
By'W. C. KIDD, 13.-C.
'HEN'ICY BURKETT, Attorney.

which is the "Home Coming" day
set for this city, and at which time
there will be gotten here as many 44
possible of - the former Paducahans
who have moved to other sections of
the country to reside.

"UND{RWOO
WRIT[11

ers.

They are the kind that do not
have to be turned by a crank, but
need constant additions of salt and

ice. They only live up to their name
When they .are need in the hay box.
Pack the freezer snugly in the old
trunk, remove the lei now and then
to stir the cream, and with due suply
of ice you can make perfect ice cream
:n the hottest weather. A hay box
can be made to work equally well
for a freezer with a crank, if a place
is cut in the aide of the box to let

9P

The date of the "Home Coming" is
during the spring chautauqua and the

rospects are for a large crowd.

Lovelaceville

Meeting.

Dr. Baker of Lovelaceville is

in

Ire

celebrate
Two

Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which is your time.

Underwood Typewriter Co.,
22I

BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

MAIN AND FOURTH STREET, LOUISVILLE, KY.

BITHULITHIC PEOPLE
TAKE GRADING WORK

CENT,.

1

ALL IT WiLL

liwSrite (em' our big PUB
RECYCLE catalog!
sbow
wost
to.
DIC Alle
.TIBIA anierNelltlei alai1111
1=
BILLOW any other outaufaccarer or dealer in the world.
••
from cirp.,
It
'me
em' Oil any Ivied el tersu, until you have received our complete Pr,,. Cat&
lottwite illustrating and describing every kind of high-grade and law-gnan
bielea, old patterns and latest models, and Imre of our reinarkable WV
TRICKS and woodmen'new Mears made poseibia by selling from faction
direct to rider with no naiddiesmok profile.
WE SNIP ON APPIIMISA, p•••ur• at &pm..Pay the Freight an°
tallow 10 Days Skim TrIal and wake other liberal terms which no tithe,
home in the world will de. You will Learn everythiag mad get nini.h vain
able infarniatiso by almply writing us•pasta.
We seed • AM.r
in every town and etts offer an oppertnii;t1
to make money to suitab e young mama who apply at Qom.

(Continued From First Page.)

DO NOT ism,A etorosz

$8 0PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES°
$1.80
$8.80
.80
Prioo
per pair.

TO

Intr.oeissOO

NAILS,
OR
I.
Vf911"1
OUT ISE AI
(CASH WITH ORDER 1114.11t)

NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Rn sult of ie years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC.
Moak*Is Wok rubber Mood
TVS, PINS, NAILS. TACKS Or GLASS.
"A"and yeoman. strips *IV
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
mad
akin rho early 'II"
Ha g4ross4 dos rutting. Van
be -.-ulcanized like any other tire.
tiro
will
outlast any other
Rendre;
Two
Theesand pairs.mw in WWII ow Over
nnake--1110FT. KLAaTIC nod
toranty-live Thousand pairs sold Mat year.
WY RIDING.
DeSORIPTIONs made to all /then 11 is lively and easy tiding, very durable and On-I inside
with a special quality of rubber, wtfich never becomes poems mad which doses up im•:1
reel
without allowing the air to escape. We have hundreds sr tatters from managed custumets stating
sub- concrete culvert to take''ho place of that their tires haveonly been pumped up Otte* or twice to. whole season. They weigh rn, more than
become enthusiastic over the
an ordiaary tire, the puncture misting qualities being given by several layers of thin, .pecially
ject in hand and say many tlUngs the old wood bridge et—ening Cross prepared fabric on the tread. That "Holding Back- seesaws ematmenty felt when riding on
asphalt
in my haste which may be construed creek on Caldwell street. The plans or soft roads is creettouse by the paned -Sasket Waive" trend which prevents all air from being
squeezed out between the tire and the road ihns overcoming all smoke The regular price of the•A
The re- cal for a suet-tore to
otherwise than I intend.
cost about tires is T so per pair, but for advertising purpores we are maktng a special factory price to the rider
of only 14.1l0 per pair. All orders shipped same day letter is meNved. We ship C.0.1) on •pprovaL
proof of Rev. John Thompson, your $2.500. and it was ordered that bids You
do not pay•cent until you have examined and found theta strictly as
ied
We will•now•sash diseount ois
ofer cent (thereby making the price S4.55 per pair if you send
pastor, was made in the right spirit be advertised for and , pened June
FULL CAIlli WfT11 01I/J11114
enclose this advertisement. We will also send one onkel
and 1 appreciate the courteous man- 20th. so the contract can be let and plated beam hand pump and t.ro mpatinneetal pups-tont timers on full paid otelnrs(these metal
puncture closers to be used in case of intentional knife cuts or heavy gashes). Tim to be returned
lier in which he pointed out my mis- work performed.
at ()UK expense if for any reason they are not satisfactory on eiraminadon.
cli
wanted
engineer
The city
take."
we are erfactly reliable and money sent tout' is as safe as in • bank. Ask your Postmaster,
or Freight Agee or the Milne of this paper about int 11 you order a pair 01
theme o. enbstituto stene curb and insiker.
these tires, you will And that they will ride easier, run fester, wear better, last longer and loot
fron
glittering
street
along
First
finer
than
any
tire
you have ever used or seen at any price. We know that you will be.o well pleased
CANFIELD MUST PAY LAWYER
Wit when you want a
yen will give us your order. We want you to mend us a small trial
Broadway to Kentucky avenue, when order at once, hence thisbicycle
— —
remediable tire offer.
reconstructed
bollt-up-wknals. saddles. pedals. pert* and repeflid
thoroughfare
that
is
Jury Gives Delahunty Verdict for
CIOAS7ER-Biblit'Llt, everything),
the bicycie nee re sold by us at half t h
refused,
but
the
summer,
board
this
dealers
prices
charged
by
Gambler.
and
repair
men.
our big SUN DIE
Against
$45.094
Nor WAIT hut write us aWritefor
postal today. D1.) NOT
N
=cloacae.
TRIMS OF DTIKO
IU
A
ordering that the C911Cfete be iltiliZed
DO
bicycle or • pair of tires from soyone until you know the new adF
New York. June 5.—Eve-y penny it,; originally- outlined.
wooderful offers we are making. It only costs•postal to learn everything. Write it NOW.
claimed by John Delahunty as his fee
Street Inspecor Elliott was direct
for preventing I)istrict
Attorney od to put fencing at the edge of th
Jerome through loos and 1903 from fill along Broadway just beyond
sending Richard Canfield to jail and Fountain avenue so as to preven
falling over the
for collecting $130oboo on $30ee000 Anyone driving or
worth of notes signed by Reginald steep side.

C. Vanderbilt must be paid by the
Our National Drink Bill.
Statistics published by the Ameri- gamester. And Canfield will pay up.
The jury in the CaSt this afternoon
.
, drawn from the internal
can Grocer

•

We WI, Self
You
Sample
Pairs for Only
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READ CYCLE COMPANY, Dept.01•IL" CIIICAIO• ILL

General

Manager

Bleecker of the

Good Morning

co$npany livae given auelhority
to put new gas mains down under
Did you swallow your share of dust last night? I have a full
reetnie records, show that since :got returned a verdict _giving Delahunty 'Ninth from Broadway to Jefferson
At the meeting Tuesday evenirtg, the cost of stimulating beverages con- the full amount of his claim for ser- street. he agreeing to give a bond
(If?)ain City 'Lodge of Masons three sumed in this country has risen from vices as counsel for the
ambler. Ito maintain properly and keep in
-parttarr-trt
petitions for initiation were received, $7,273,212.386 to $1,548,7°8.307 in 1905 This means that Canfield must pay
op at
has
taken
bitolithic
h-e
the
l)uring
cent,
Of
of
21
2-3
per
a
gain
claimed
tw applicants elected, the first deby
Mr.
$45,09440, the etnri
gr e conferred upon -one candidate the same periid the poptdation in- Delahunty, together With interest, Ninth and Broadway in digging the etc., various grades and various p rices.
ile a life tnembereitip was bought creased frim 77,647,000 to $3,143,000, which will bring the total sip to more trenches.
The board decided to leave open
Help your neighbor keep down t he dust.
in the Old Meeops' Home at Shelby- er a gait' of 6 1-2 per cent These than $48,000.
qttestion
the
meeting
the
next
until
The verdict was not a surprise to
figures include tea and coffee. In
lie, Ky.
Squire Sear"' property on
other words, our drink bill is one- Mr. Delahunty and his lawyer, Ed- of buying
where the new culvert
street
Bridge
qnarter the total estimated produc- mund L Mooney, Fut it seemed to
Pm-A.1KM WAIST EVIL.
so surface -water can
placed
being
is
tion of our entire farm products. The. be somewhat of a shock to C.anfield's
diverted another direction and be
be
-ltdeve -York--lane 15-.---W1uen con. per.eapitir expendittire for etirtmlating lawyer,- H. 5-.• lefarehall, v.-ba made prevented front flooding surrounding
greesbhas disposed of the -beef scan- lieverages fir the year ending June the customary motion for a Stay Of
land. Mr. Sears (believes the new
tp South F oorth Bt., ps Kentucky AMMO,
Both Phonea atm
dais it may be called upon to con- 130, toos, was $18.63, or $r3.te for execution for thirty days and leave
culvert will throw the water over
eider the peek-a-boo waist.
i each family of five persons. Of this to ask for a new trial within i.sixty
onto his place and- wants to sell it
Rev. Fkather M. Schomer
of the cost of tea, coffee and cocoa wait days, which were granted by the to, the city rather than have litigation
Rochester, Pa., who Interrupted his $2.613, leaving $(5.95 for alcoholic court.
and this propisition comes up next
sermon at St. Cecilia's Roman Catho-i stimulants. England's drink bill still
week.
lie church last Sunday to order two !costs each inhabitant something over
Cause and Effect.
Said
the
women in peek-a-boo waists from Sio. The average for male chiming
married man with a sigh, Thought It Might Be an Improve(locos oersted.)
"l've got a good mouth for piegh;
the building, has created a precedent. over fifteen in Germany is $37.36,
ment.
Rift I get pains and aches
ye told - hie parishioners to go bonsai
General Cartage Business,
(Chicago Tribeine.)
Eating those my wife maches—
and take off thise ;`bathing suits,"
The governor of Herat has present it
what
girl,
"Little
Saloonkeeper:
adding "this is a chnrch,
not a eel the following report to the Anti?' And that is, believe me, no ligh"
Office
it? I don't sell liquor to children."
behavior
lathing hotise."
of
Superior Facilities for
—Columbus Dispatch
'of Afghanistan: "The
•
tittle Girl: "Have you got any of
The attention of the purity organ- the army is satisfactory, and there
2 id and Monroe
'handling iFreight, Machinerythis good-natured alcohol? I want
i.eitione is thee pointedly directed to have been no cause of serious crime/
FOR RENT.
Both 'Phones
Buildings Nos. 2o6 and 208 Broad- some of it for papa."
a threatening evil, and legislation :The _Herat army now says its prayers
and tiousehold Goods.
may presently be demanded to pre- five times a day, and the men are way. Will improve to order for
Most of us do things nit:reit bescribe the member and siee ,
s becoming pukka (very good) Ktiastil. satisfactory tenant. Apply to J. P.
of
jaatt
o
other people do thew.
cause
boles in Qs, "lipittig" jgglate„
MO.,,,,,...._ ,:—.. — — „ I . - 4 SMIZtli ggxecut"._
i
.
f *
Pe(tions Received, Applicants Elect.
ed and Membership Bought.

5

be one of those old fashioned barthat are
such
sources
of
relish and enjoyment to everybody.
becues

the grand jury in $3oo bond on the the city, and yesterday said they were
a
big
Occasion
St.
charge of cutting Charles Nash, col- preparing for
ored, at Ninth and Trimble streets John's day, June 23 at which time
;he Masons and Odd Fellows
will
last Saturday night during a fight.
Clyde Greenway was held to the
grand jury op the charge of cutting
George Fort down about Rowland -

a

He will he ready to supply the demands of as large a crowd as is to
be accommodated, and the feast will

her meat for dinner,• after she has English Lecturer Says He Did Not electric light company agreed to use
the same poles for their wires on
brought the food to the proper deMean to Offer Insult.
Kentucky avenue from Seventh to
gree of heat on the kitchen range or
Ninth,
and Jefferson from Sixth to
gas stove. Each article of food is
Chicago. June 64—Tennyson Smith,
put in a tightly covered kettle or bak- the English temperance lecturer who Ninth, where the' bitulitliic work is
ing dish and set in a nest in the hay. is conducting a crusade against the to he laid. This agreement being
made, the board reinstated the conA layer of hay is covered over the
liquor traffic in 'Chicago, last night
kettles and the trunk lid
is
shut. made an apology to the members of dent right which means it can now
After from four to eight hours the the congregation of the Grace Metho- he laid..
People owning property on Palm
lzdy can return, unpack her trunk
dist Episcopal church, La Salle
and find a hot, perfectly cooked din- avenue and Locust street. for the re- street. near Rowland-town. asked the
• ard to order the water -ompany to
tier ready to set on the table.
marks made in his speech Monday
It seemed like a fairy story at first night in the meeting hall of the extend its mains along that thoroughbut even the feminine mind at last church in which he characterized the fare. Thal erect is not graveled,
grasped the. idea. If rice is put in (iermans as "beer guzzlers" and de- met the property owner' agreed to
boiling water and boiled for three clared the American people should inetensnify the mtmicipality against
any possible loss, if the ,main was
minutes there is heat enogh in the unite in a movement to send them
ordered extenokd, and al--o promieed
rice and water to cook the Tice if back to Germany.
to gravel the street, but the board
the dish is -put in the bay box, where
''I did not mean my remarks to refused until after the elo'et is (ledthe heat is retained. After this had be taken personally by members of iftted to
the city and 1..-1 in an imbecome perfectly clear by continual the congregation," said the lecturer, proved condition.
demonstration the feminine mind "as they were not made in that
submitted
Engineer Washington
went one step further.,
I his drawings to the
spirit.
I admit that in speaking
to 'rd fir the

the handle turn thriugh.

MASONIC LODGE

•

Yesterday there was
awarded to
Rudolph Streit, the contract to furnish the edibles for the barbecue to
be given at Wallace Park June 19th,

people

about Seventh and Broadway.
Jim Jackson, colored, was held to

a long-established fact abroad, but disorderly conduct charge against
in our country its use is new to most
Matt Miller.
housekeepers.
John Iseman, was fined $5 and c0st.3
A practical fireless stove is made
for a breach of ordinance
out of an old trunk filled with clean,
fresh hay. Here the housewife packs
DENIES FLING AT GERMANS
her soup and vegetables, and even

will be forever barred from assert- not have to be renewed. The coning any claim against the assets in stant renewing of ice is what makes
the hands of Nathan Heyman, execu- the work tedious.
The philosopher
ter of said
estate
nnadministered, had one of the -"self-freezing" freez-

hereby enjoined
end restrained from collecting their
claims against said estate excerft
through this suit, and it is ordered
that this order be published in the
Paducah Deily Register as required
by law.
Given under any hand, as clerk of
raid court, this -the 5th day of June,

Until today was postponed the disaginst Ras
orderly conduct charge
Campbell, colored, who was caught
of

Main

jointly
at
Lovelaceville.
of the main speakers for the
occasion -will be Hon. Hal S. Corbett
the eloquent attorney of this city,
Saturday night (hiring a
town
last
counties and they state they have
end Hon. Wm. Clements, the grand
been collecting taxes for the past two fight.
Odd
Fellows
of :he
fined $5 for smacking master for
Cox
was
Ed
or three weeks.
his wife, while Asbury McCoy was state of Kentucky.
St. John's day comes on the aath
fined $5 for smacking a Court street
TO SAVE COST OF ICE
woipan. Will Blanchard was fined of June, but on account of that being Sunday, the celebrations will be
Put Ice Cream Freezer in Fireless $1 /for being drunk and disorderly cenducted the
preceding (Isy, the
and Joe Quinn $i and costs for being
Stove—Device Hememade.
zerd.
drunk.
The fireless stove, or hay box, is
the
Until Monday was continued
commence the collections.
Sheriff Ogilvie has received word
from many sheriffs of
surrounding

same before said commissioner, on
‘Vhy not apply this system to t
oe before the 1st day of the nexit ice cream freezer? 14 the cold ca
September term of said court, or they, he kept in the freezer the ice will

and all perrons are

erty.

homes

Grand

•

selling them to Judge Bradley, colored, by claiming they were his prop-

prowling around

BY USING THE

Lovelaceville Speakers.

Charles I,everter, colored, was arSheriff John W. Ogilvie has writrzigned before Judge Sanders in the
ten to the state auditor at Frankfort
police court again yesterday morning
requesting that official notice be sent
and there was then continued until
yesterday announced that if he did hare to the effect
that
the
state
today the warrant charging him with
communication board of equalizaion
some
receive
not
had allowed to
within the next dew days he would remain the assessment put upon this detaining Alline Hare of Seventh and
write_ She__ Chicagoan to _find. out haw -city and -county property -for -county Loyd, against her will. She claims
work is progressing on the plans and and state tax purposes. The state she awoke and found. him standing
specifications being gotten up by board has decided not to make any at her window during the night and
that outsider for the new sanitnry raise in the valuation, but official when she approached the window he
tried to pull her through.
sewerage dis,taictsiin this city.
notice to this effect has never been
Isom Majors was held to the grand
Mr. Alvord's man was here some sent to the sheriff by the auditor,
jury
in $300 bond on the charge of
ago
his
and
surface
got all
weeks
and the sheriff is not supposed to rely
grades, etc., necessary for the prelimi- upon the telegraphic dispatches, but stealing several pairs of breeches
from former sheriff Lee Potter, and
nary drawings, and then returned to

Chicago where they remain while
NI/r. Ogilvie and his deputies have
sketching off the drawings that will nearly finished copying into their colshow how far out the new system lection books the list of names and
Ascertaining this, property owned by everybody in this
can be extended.
lie returns Isere with his force to get city and county, He will complete
the final grades. It is thought he this undertaking at which he and the
will be ready to come back by the force have been working for several
last week of this month, as City En- eeks, when the state auditor certigineer Washington is hurrying him les in writing to the telegraphic notip as rapidly as possible in order tice of no raise in the recapitulation,
that the contracts can be let , this the sheriff will compute the
rate of
summer for as much of the work as taxation into value of the property,
possible to complete.
and arriving at what everybody owes,

CON"HOME

Isom Majors, Colored, Held to the Hon. Hal S. Corbett and
Grand Jury on Charge of
Master Clements Will Be

and Start Collections.

await this written notice.

FOR

COILING' fill.10111COR.

City Engineer Washington has not
heard from Civil Engineer Alvord of
Chicago for a week or two now, and

LIGHTNING STRIKES
HiOUSE NEAR PRYORSBUR

TRACTED

TION.

Just as Soon as it Arrives He will

STREIT

RUDOLPH

TODAY,

AttVORD.

Believed That His Preliminaries Will

AGAINST

SHERIFF OGILVIE WANTS OF-

How Nouels,Sprifildtrigget6--

II.01=/.1.11•0.

.Hann

Paducah Transfer Company '

P.D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.

.

•

4,7,77

Tr44/417VN/r/1"11111S./,
44-r

4111•=1.10mmINIIIIIIIMIIN,.

DON'T WANT
COAL TAR AND KIPLING AT THE STOCK YARDS
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO
OUR MEAT ,011. ON ROADS
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS.
S. P. POOL.

L. 0. STEPHENSON.

•9
(From American Notes.)
large pen. Thence they were pricked
I went off to see the cattle killed. persuasively, a few at a time, into a
They say every Englishman goes to smaller chamber, and there
a man BOTH 'PHONES
303-305 S. THIRD ST.
IiRENCH NEWSPAPERS PUB- SUCCESSFUL EXPERIMENTS AT the Chicago stock yards. You shall fixed tackle on their hinder legs, so NO.
rio
find them six miles from the city; that they rose in the air suspend
ed
JACKSON, TENN.,
LISH ACCOUNTS OF THE
WITH
and once having seen them you will from a railway of death.
FEDERAL CO-OPERATION.
never forget the sight.
'CHICAGO SCANDAL."
Oh! It was then they shrieked and
As- far as the eye can reach stret- called on their mothers, and made
ches a township of cattle pens, cun- promises of amendment, till the
Tar.
Coal
_France Uses Great Quantities of
on Macadam Produces ningly divided into blocks, so that tackle man punted them in their
the animals of any pen can be speed- backs and they slid head down
into
.Nbiseless, Dustless Surface
American Tinned Goods Reily driven out close to an inclined a brick-floored passage, very like
a
timber path which leads to an ele- big kitchen sink, that was blood red.
labeled to Indicate French
Like Asphalt.
vated covefed way standing high
There awaited them a red man
Manufactured.
above the pens.
with a knife whickslaA spastsed Aunts
•.
ngton, D. C.,. June 6.—The -Theie ViarlifEfs are two-stbrie.d Oii ily through their' throats, and the
successf
ul experiments in road and the upper story tramped the doomed full-voiced shriek became a splutter,
Paris, June 6.—"The Chicago Scanstreet
building
and maintenance by cattle, stolidly for the most part. On and then a fall as of heavy tropical
at" is one of the headlines in every
the
use
coal
of
tar
and oil, conducted the lower the scuffling of sharp hoofs rain; and the red man, who was
Paris paper, and underneath it are
in
Jackson
Tenn.,
,
and in Madison and multitudious yells, from the pigs, backed against the passage wall, you
.articIes punctuated with such exe
treated
of
in a bullet.in the same end being appointed for will understand, stood clear of the WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE
-,ciamations as
"Horrible!" "InBEST VALUES XE WALLPA•
recently
issued by the Departnient ox each.
w'Idly kicking hoofs and passed his PER
.famous!" and "Abominable!" Th:
.
It was to the pigs I first addressed hand over his eyes, not from any
IT WILL PAY YOU TO Silldiki
/skill-Reynolds report, which is pub- Agriculture. The use of coal tar in
bethisaislisla Wk.'. HAVE TO
macadam
roads
and myself. Selecting a viaduct which feeling of compassion, but because OFFER YOU.
lished nearly in full in the Matin, is perfecting
was
full
them,
of
could
as
hear,
I
streets
spurted
the
and
ordinar
blood
on
macada
y
was in his eyes,
m
looked upon as justifying the action
though I could not see, I marked a and he had barely time to stick the
of the French Hygienic Society a rosds, and even on graded dirt roads,
somber building whereto it ran, and next arrival.
few days ago in obtaining a new sys- proved to be a complete success.
went there not unalarmed by stray
For the next few days WallpaThen that first struck swine dropAccordi
the
to
bulletin
ng
,
the
office
tem of meat inspection at French
cattle,
which had managed to escape ped, still kicking, into a great vat of
per that is usually sold elsewhere
of public roads of the department of
ports, if only half of it is true.
from the proper quarters. A pleas- boiling water, and spoke ni more
St ao cents per roll, we will sell for
Public sentiment is roused to the agriculture in the spring and summer
ant' smell of brine warned me of what words, but wallowed in obedience to
xsc per roll.
point that it advocates Ow peremp- ot 19o5 co-operated with Mr. Sam C.
was coming.
seine unseen machinery, and present..Paper usually sold at roc we will
tory exclusion by tbe government of Lancaster, City Engineer of Jackson
Turning a corner and not noting ly came forth at the lower end of the
sell for
Chicago products. Until the situa- and Chief Engineer of the Madison
an
overhead arrangement of greased vat, and was heaved on the blades of
county
good
roads .commission, in
tion was changod by tha., develop....Pap
er usually sold at 8c we will
rail, wheel and pulley, I came into s blunt paddle wheel, things which
ments of the pilaf few dart, the heads making a series of careful experisell at 5c.
the arms if four evtserated carcasses, said "Hough, hough, hough," and
of the army and navy cominisariat ments to determine the yalue of coal
We carry a large and complete
all pure white and of a human aspect, scalped all the hair off him, except
tar
for
the
improv
ement
streets
of
departments were able to calm the
line
of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
pushed by a man clad in vehement what little a couple of men with
indignation prevailing by officially and to Make tests of the utility of
and
Window Shades in all colors.
red. When I leaped aside the floor knives could remove.
-.declaring that but little canned meat crude Texas oil and several grades
A large line of roofing and buildwas
slippery
under
me.
Also there
Then he was again hitched by the
from Chicago was used, there being of its residue when applied to maing papers, canvass and tacks.
was a flavor of farmyard and the heels to that said railway and passed
an unwritten law that army supplies .dani and earth roads.
shoutin
g
of a multitude in my ekrs. down the line of the twelve men,
must originate in France.
Tarred Streets Are Exosilent.
But there was no joy in their each man with a knife, losing with
Tn.* CORNS Oa
11
After more than seven months of shouting. Twelve men stood in two each man a certain amount of his inThe troth, however, has now conic
lines six to a side. Between them dividulity, which was taken away in
-out, for an investigation of the facts constant use, ncluding the winter
season
of 19o5-1906, the tarred streets and overhead ran the railway of a wheelbarrow, and when he reached
made by the newspapers disclos:s
that thousands and thousands of kilo- and roads were still in good condi- death that had nearly shunted me the last man he was very beautiful to
grams of Chicago packed beef arrive tion. These are hard, smooth and through the window. Each man car- behold, but excessively unstuffed and
in France annually, where it is re- resemble asphalt, except that they ried .a knife, the sleeves of his shirt .limp.
The dissecting part impressed sic
packed under French labels and dis- show a more gritty surface. The tar were cut off at the elbows, and from
bosom
to
heel
he
was
blood
red.
'not
so much as the slaying. They
forms
a
part
of the surface proper
tributed throughout the country as
The asmosphere was stifling by & were excessively alive, these pigs.
native product. The fashionable ca- and is in perfect bond with the ma41-m1-1-Aii...n11+AS+1116191101105,10,11*
terers of Paris, with some of whom cadam. Sections cut from the street reason of the steam and the crowd.'And then, they were so excessively
climbed
I
to
the beginning of things, dead, and the man in the dripping,
the
correspondent
has
talked, show that the tar has penetrated
make no secret of the raot that the/ from one to two inches, and the and, perched upon a narrow beam, clammy, hot passage did not seem to
use quantities of Chicago "potte tine black lines seen in the interstices overlooked very nearly the pigs care, and ere the blood of such a
between the individual stones show ever bred in Wisconsin. They had one had ceased to foam on the floor
ham" and other products.
"We must use it," said the head that the mechanical bond has been just shot nut of the mouth of the such another and for friends with
-Of one establishment which has a reinforced by the penetration of the viaduct and huddled together in a him had shrieked and died.
Monopoly of the biggest club and tar.
tarred street is dustless in the gallon of oil per square yard, with General Baptist Association Richprivate house trade. "Heretofore it
bas been considered of a better aame sense that an asphalt street is the use of tank wagon and hose. The
mond, Kentucky.
quility than our own.
Moreover, dustless, though a fine, sandy powder cost of labor per square yard was as
On account of the General Associa(tome of the things the French public wears off, as in the case of asphalt. follows:
tion of Kentucky Baptists, the South•demands in our line are only pre• It can be swept or washed clean. Sweeping street
$01t
0008
ern railway will sell excursion tickets
cared in America. Of course, we These streets have since been swept Filling tank and hauling
from stations on its line in Kentucky
shall now make a public statement regularly, and the _city government Oiling street
.0024 to
Richmond on June 24 and 25 with
that we do not propose ever again is in favor of treating all the streets Spreading sand
same
final return limit of July 5th, isio6,
with
to serve these foods Whether all Os
tar.
cleaning that would
at a rate of one fare plus 25 cents
Aletails of the Neill-Reynolds report soon ruin an ordinary road does no' Total
$03.0057 for the round trip. The Southern
are true or not, it would be as muds irjure the tarred surface, as the
On a country road 2,000 gallons Railway has two trains .daily for INSURE WITH---aas our business is worth to continue stones are not torn up or disturbed.
The tar itself has antiseptic proper- were spread, covering 5,206 square Richmond, in connection with the L.
to serve Chicago meat products."
There is a talk of appointing a ties, hence its use would be bene- yards, at a rate of o.58 of a gallon Pik N. Railroad from Versailles. It
committee in the ministry of com- fleal both as a germicide and as a per square yard. The average haul is expected that all of the Baptist
was one mile. Only the manure was delegates will leave Louisville at 3:30
merce with the object of ascertaining means of securing cleanliness.
m. June 260, reaching Richmond
all the details 3f France's comparaOn some of the city streets the removed before oiling. The cost of
tively
small
meat
trade
with unbound stones between the rails of Labor averaged Sp,00033 per square 'at 8:05 p.in, same date.
If desired this train can be taken
the street car tracks were covered yard.
America.
It took nine men thirty minutes lat Fourth avenue at 3:50 p. en. This
with tar, and this has resulted in a
hard, water-proof surface from rail to spread 500 gallons. or one tank party will be joined by Baptists from
Low Rates to the Home Coming.
106 Broadway
Moms:0am 385—ResIdeaos 1696
to rail. Previously the stones were load, and the iff-foot road was cov- 'Shelbyville, Lawrenceburg and other
On account of the Home Coming loose
and troublesome from lack of ered at the rate of 1,800 feet per I points en route. It is expected that
for Kentucky, Louisville, Ky., the traffic.
With an ordinary
and heavy rains washed the hour.
street the party will be sufficiently large so
Southern Railway will sell tickets track out
badly on the steep hillsides. sprinkler one man and team spread that arrangements can be made to
from all of its stations to Louisville
one load of 600 gallons of oil in run coaches through from Louisville
Lessens Vibrations and Noise.
at rate of one first class fare plus
to Richmond without change. This
In driving over a tarred macadam fifteen minutes.
twenty-five cents for the round trip toad the
With the heavy residual oils it was tra'n leaving Louisville at 3:30 p. m.
lessened vibration and noise
.on June it, ta and t3, with return 11 at once
noticeable. The ordinary found necessary to apply the oil at is a daily train. Morning train leaves
:fruit of -June 23. 1906. An extension macada
m produces constant
suc- a degree of tempeegture approaching Louisville at 6:3o a. m. daily reaching
of this limit may be obtained to leave cession
the boiling point.
Rch
'A
n nounsecuredrt
indbta 1
of
slight
jars
up Louisville not later than thirty days on
The light oil produced few, if any,
Baptists
a
1lSa aifrom
steel-tired
. n Owenswheel,
and
from date of sale, by depositing there is a
relief felt at once in permanent results, although making boro and other points in the western
-ticket with the joint agent and mak- driving
upon a road treated with tar. the road dustless for the time being. part of the state will also join the
sing payment of fifty cent fee.
It is also claimed by the local horse- Seven months after found the roads party leaving Louisville on the a6th.
An elaborate programme has been men that
Tickets and additional information
the surface is better for darker in color, but no other benefit
arranged and the occasion will prove horses'
was noticeable.
be
by calling on
feet.
en exceedingly interesting one to all
A.
R. Cook, C. P. & T. A., 234
The endurance of the tarred roads
Heavy
Oil—Dus
tless
Streets.
Kentuckians. A number of special is yet an unsettle
Fourth avenue, Louisville, Ky.
d question, and time
The heavy oils, applied hot, protrains have been arranged for front will be required
C. H. Hungerford, D. P. A., 234
to determine their
duced better results, the road being Fourth avenue, Louisvil
St. Louis, Kansas City, Denver, Tex- value in this
le, Ky.
respect.
treated with this being entirely dust-as and other points in the west, The
Or any agent of the Southern Railbulletin gives in technical deless after seven months of use, and way.
southwest and toutheast and a large tail the, methods
of applying tar to
the oiled roads can be cleaned or
cumber of ex-Kentuckians will return roads and
streets as used in Jackson
swept as well as the tarred roads.
to their native state to visit old and in the
USEFUL TO KNOW.
country adjacent, and it
The use of heavy oil on ordinary
friends and relatives. Home Coming may be had
PADUCAH REAL
by persons isterested earth
WESTERN KENTUCKY FT
A=
1411.
will be held .ALa_numbcr_of..._puissta_...n.p
roads. The use of 'heavy oil on
111101MILIVRA
cus-appLiossaion-te—the- departmror
--LOTS
-FOR INVESTMENT.
1375%-saT
apptteu
f
WWI a flannel wiii
oainary earth roads was also atthroughout the state. In order to isf agricult
KONTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE
ure. Office of public roads,
clean an enameled bath tub which
UST
tended by a fair degree of success.
enable those who desire to attend Logan Waller
Page, director. The
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR
has
been stained. Wash well afterThis bulletin will be of great value
these celebrations, tickets will be sold bulletin is circular
No. 47. from that to street
from Louisvillle to points in Ken- office.
and road builders, and de- wards.
COG a vt VV. WISITTIEMOR,C, Piadask
ts.
serves close study. .
tucky on June t6, 17 and tft, to origiOil on Roads.
When
bookcas
es
are
to
be closed
Mr. Lancaster is recognized as oils
nal purchasers of round trip tickets
The experiments with oil made in of the leading road -building engineers for some time sprinkle a few drops
fo Louisville account of the Home
Coming, at rate of one first class Jackson and vicinity were also sue- of the United States, and the success of the oil of lavender on the shelves
fare pins twenty-five .cents round csssful. Seven tank cars of oil, of the experiments in Madison coun- to prevent the molding of the books.
trip, minimum fifty cents, with return given by some Texas and Louisiana ty justify the confidence placed Whiting and sweet oil mixed to a
companies, were used. It varied in him by Secretary of Agriculture Willimit of July 23, 1036.
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam BoilerFor githedule and additional infor- quality from a light; crude oil to a son and the other officers of the de- paste and rubbed on silver with a
piece of flannel will brighten it.
mation, sall on any agent of the heavy, viscous residue from the re- partment.
Wipe with a soft cloth and polish
fineries.
Olver
seven
miles
Southern Railway or
of country
with chamois skin.
road and several city streets were
C. H. HUNGERFORD,
Office Phone 369.
Asheville, N.C.-a-Southern Students
Residence Phone 726
treated.
D. P. A., 234 Fourth ave.,
Conference Y. M. C. A., and Southern
To
fatigue
save
the
At first some of the lighter crude
usually exConference Y. M. C. A.—Dates o perience when
Louisville, Kr. oils
d
ironing, stand on a
were applied with a tank wagon. sale June
7th, 8th and 9th, 1906, lim- thick, soft
mat. You will notice
Hose and brooms were used for ited
American Burned to Death.
to Jane nth, two. Round trip
that it is a great preventative of achspreading the oil, which soaked into rate
$15.25.
Douglas, An., June 5.—Ed Howard
ing feet on ironing days.
the macadam very quickly and left no
ad Santa Barbara, Cal., was probabl
y coating on top. It caused the light
Hot Springs, Va.—Southern Hardburned to death in the lumber
An Estimate of lifenstilt.
yard covering of sand which. was applied
ware Jobbers Association and AmeriIfire at Cananea. He had a
(Robert P Skinnei "in -the Indeposition to pack down and give the road
• a can Hardware Manufactuters AssoIn the company's office. Harry Mc- dark
pendent.)
color. It was soon noticed that ciation
—Dates of sale June oft, Toth
Intosh, who was believed to
Menelik has created the United OFFICE PHONE
have preliminary sweeping was unneces414-a
and risk tgo6, limit June 19th.
perished in the fire, is safe.
RESIDENCE PHONE 3its,
States of Abyssinia, a work for
sary, as the roads were practically
Round trip rate Sao.85.
Captain Rynning went to Phoenix free
which he was endowed by Nature,
from dust, and oil would penetoday, having been called upon
with the constructive rintelligence of
by trate the surface. It was later found
Nashville, Tenn.—National Sunday
Gov. Kibbey to explain his action in
a Bismerck,..:and• the factity for
that it was much cheamtn
`Ile an School Congress and National
leaving the territory in comman
Y. handlitsg men of a McKinley.
f of .ordintray stet.' sprialeriind.
12. N. Chataqua (colored)—Dates of
the yolugters who went to Canal*. • can...h
eadier the :AI with broNns sale June nth
and tath, rood, limit
King Edward is fotid of pigeon 'racwas unnecessary. The crude
oil wIts June 3oth, 1936. Round trip rate ing,
Subscribe for the Deny Regiesit
and has participated actitely in
used cold,
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The Washington Street Improvement city has had for years. 'third, if
Public officials as a rule do not millions were „unloeded ha. this cite,
stem to profit by experience. The i how is it that the "eashern capitalgeneral council has ordered the re- ists" pay taxes on less than e200,00ehe
1
constructed street on Washington i See the public records. Fourth, if
between First and Second streets tot the "eastern
Capitalists" unload
be extended from property line th ed millions
in
win
the city
properrty line so that wagons may got the money? A little coterie
back right up to the doors of the of men who have posed as public
two or three houses that are to be spirited and progressive Men, and all
benctitted be', such a 'procedure. The the time they had their hands in the
sidewalks 041 that' 'block have been public treasury', robbing the people
cue out and pedestrians will be forced of this city of valuable franchises,
to wane out in the street, and run by forcing men in theeeduricil to bethe risk of being run over by passing tray 'the people for. their personal
vehicles. Some -weeks ago The Reg- benefit and greed. Witl the News
ister pointed. out that the general Democrat please ask 'a few more
eshiltiehhesvas_ wrong_inh.ordering. the .4:mesh-tons?
e
sidewalks 4iminated, and- emphasizcd'
I
OUT oft expressed
belief that the A Rochester, (N. Y.),. priest stoprights. of the pedestrians on the' teed his discourse long i enough last

AGENTEEL KICK

I '

ENGINEERS

SPECTACLES

Mr. Editor:
Mr. 11.1CANIN RETURNED FROM
I arn not much of a taxpayer, but
PARTICIPATING IN
claim to be their friend, for, as ta
GATHERING.
usual thing, they are nice, clever
PUBLISHED PI' THE
people, and I take pleasure in conREGISTER rtr.AVSPAPER CO.
sulting
and admiring with and for
(Incorporated)
Mr. Quincy Wallace Today Goes to
them,
and
even in instituting in their
Broadway.
523
purlatng,
Register
At
Attend Chicago Conference of
behalf, a dignified and manly kick
II:ntered in the postoffice of PaduCarmen.
against tI4 ehtortio.ns and imposia* Ky., as second-class mail matter.
tions which in this city, are heapee
like Peliou upon Os-so upon their unOne Year-- ^ '
is-10
Yetterday morning Engineer Joe
protected shoulders.
2.30
Six Months lelleCann of the I. C. returned
A.
1.25
I believe, petitions 'have been, withThree Months
hilemphis, Tenn, where he hH
from
.10
councils,
out
avail,
presented
Week
the
to
One
attending the International
been
the courts, etc., for relief Igainst the
oppressions inflicted, so I will ad- Brotherhood of Locomotive EngineAnyone failing to receive this paper
dress this to the Hlumane Society. ees' convention for the past thirty
regulauty should report the matter to
TekThe Humane S7aciely has aken a 'days, tht-garhering testing rtntelong
The R6a.7 offitiCiff
noble start. !Chas arrested a negro, and being participated in by several
phOne Cpsberland 3111. •
and the taxpayers have great reason hundred engineers from over the
to hope for great results. But the United States and Canada. It adthhhea
Humane Society should not rest on journed Tuesday, to hold the 1908,
at Columbus, Ohio.
erations, by pointing out that many "peek-a-boo" waists from the build- its laurels, and conclude its labors meeting
Mr. McCann was Paducah's' .dele
white
There
are
ended.
are
respected
children passed along that block car- ing, telling them to rib home and
men and other negroes that should gate, while Engineer Joseph Randall
' Thured•ap Monsing, June 7, 19e6. ring dinners to workmen at the ma- take off those bathing suits." This be arrested. They work two horses was one of the arrangements WMBy Expert, Graduate Optician
rifle ways, and to force them to walk was rather radical on the part of the where they should work four; they mittee, both taking a prominent part
Indict the Men With "Pulls."
out in the street wouki endanger Rev. Father, but ttiere are many trot loaded teams and lame mules in the convention.
Sati,k49k.th'eranteed
ris'a judge on the right track their 'lives; hundreds of workmen, at s who will heartily sae'? '"anien." Such around town, all day; they jerk and
Carmen's Agreements.
pull their animals till, in consequence
an if'his example is followed by the times, are employed at the ways and. garments are more suited to the
Mr. Quincey Walace of the Broth,the poor beast's tongue hangs from
:5/Jratieteiteircuit jUdges in Kentucky the peanut factory and they are en-' convic opera than the House of God. his mouth all the time; they seem,to erhood of Railway Carmen. goes to
there will be a general house clean- titled to sidewalks, and we believe
think a pedestrian has no right to Chicago today to attend the meeting
And
speaking
of
Oct
"peek-a-boo,"
cross
the street, and go tearing like of the adjustment committee with
ing. A telegram from Coy ington that their convenience is more to the .
it
is
said
the
that
wagons, Wm Renshaw, and confer about the
the,
of
men
attention
and women in
wild,
city than that of two or three wholesays:
new scale of wages, and agreements,
through
buggies and automobiles,
•••
sale Houses.
Again, that property purity organizations have been calfor the carmen 'employed over the,
children,
e • Judge Shaw in his ,charge to the
men,
women
of
and
crowds
and
uses,'
led
threatening
to
the
evil,
grand jury said: "Gambling, I am may be converted. into other
who are of necessity, compelled to, the system. He is a member of the
4
•niforrued,
is rampant in this county, and no sidewalks will be there for legislation may presently be demand- be on the streets/ occasionally; it IS committee which failed to. reach an
& OPTICIAN
- - a number of these who have been the accommodation of the public. es/ to prescribe the number and, size absolutely unsafe to undertake to agreement last week at the helcoon,'
banished from Cinicnnati and LouisTenn., meeting.
317 Broadway.
Those considerations should have of the holes in a "lingerie" waist cross Broadwa y from Second to
ville having found refuge here. Now,
Sixth.
many
worn
in
public.
Why
not?
In
moved
-the
general
insist
council
to
these men do not come to Covington
Other Brevities.
Speaking of street cars, why not
..1.....o.....N
without invitation or solicitation of on sidewalks, but that body saw dif- cities the old "llSother Hubbard," require the company to muffle them) Car Repairer Edgar Martin is ItitiI once so fashionable, is Prohibited for I will venture the assertion there
some one in Covington. There are ferently.
is fering from a split lip, caused by *
individuals in every county who think
l
Now the court of appeals, in a street wear, and in point of decency not a ciry or town in the United jack lever slielping and striking bins
The I. C. is preparing to erect a l
the/ Atauid in with every official, who
decision a few days ago, decided thel the "Mother Hubbard" wrapper has, States, where the street cars make,
have a 'pull' as it is ,
and
as much noise as they do in Paducah; new tin shop in the yards. and conone
a
slang
to
.expression,
use
but
who imagine they are imte
rTmtelkfrom case involving the question of run-I
there is hardly an office or a resi-' tractors are now bidding on tite +work
iadietment This is not so. I want ning Wlashitigton stret from First particularly appropriate in this cass,
in this town, whose oerupsrnet.l_shat will be let in a week or two and
especially to have you investigate street to the river, from property! “IXor the other skinned a block."
are not gradually going crazy. or. at operations started.
those individuals with the alleged line to property line, that the city hill
least distracted, on account of'the . %teeth. Car Builder T. M Boughan
departed
Louisville
has
'pull."
man
horrible, unearthly noises and racket resumed his duties yesterday, after a
liable, and hot property owners, fort A
Statistics week's illness with malarial fever.
This is the right kind of talk to that portion of the street put dosvu from the usual custom of dealing produced by these cars.
would,
no
doubt,
show
that nee
give the grand juries. Here in Pa- where the sidewalks should ' have: with. another man who paid too
pers are gradually supplantinie our, schuut SEEKS TO COLLECT
ducah at times are conditions so var- gone. 1-14 identical question is in-,111110 attention to his wife. Instead religion, all on
account of the in-1
Appeal Made to Corporation Counsel
iance at law and decency that they volved on the very next block that is'of using a pistol he used Cayenne krnal. uncanny, unearthly veiceseeig,,r$30,000
purpose
good
these
cars.
pepper
to
Can
suck
can only be accounted for by reason to be reconstructed, yet the general'
the HumaneeSocietgs
NEWthat
Lewis in
Fee Case'
help
us
in
this
considerabl
regard?
Maybe
hot.
have
I
ivill
2,
No.
!man
of the fact that somebody has a council proposes to eliminate th
Well then, how would it do for Robert E. Burke is now seeking to
"pull." Men who lay claims to re- sidewalks in that block too. In our, difficulty in the future in distinguishthe $30,000 in back fees from
them
to try their hand* in lee matOLD— .
spectability are the real backers of opinion any citizen can restrain the ing a wornao from a wheelbarrow. ter of the dirt and rocks that are
t
the
rt-'o
t heciity boyil inspector's office awarded
1 - •8111l. ,
.
I
him
the appellate court de-eh
some of the viciousc dives and joints city from carrying out its intentions,1
daily being gimped on our streets?
Malan, a'larsriadintia._ ..
sion through the city council. CorVsVien the Humane society art
in this city. What care sack men for the reason that the portions of
)
tontract'potation
Counsel Lewis Yesterday
minded
that
this
is
done
by
(From tAe Kentucky Post.)
for decency or morality so long as the street dedicated for sidewalks
possibly they may go out of their received a petition through former
metropilis,
state
the
in
Down
they ase enahled to fill their pockets cannot be used as a roadway, but thel
trying to have a lid way to see about it. It is aectuallly Judge William li. Barnum asking
with dollars? They are cancers on most sensible plan for the general where they iire
owing to the by contract. and the city pays for itl that the controversy over the Burke
saloons,
on the Sunday
society, and yet their dollars make hOuttetl to pursue would be to heed orders of the governor of Kentucky, Think of it. 0. Conscript fathe& fees should not be included in the
them welcome among certain people. the court's decision and order side- thesaloon 'keepers are planning a Paducah, noted in the bietoey of **cal to be taken to the state euKeneuckee for "Paducah Gravel" paWiiretne court and that Mr. Burke
Let the authorities cease going after walks where they belong This is double attack. They will try to have
srioney
every day, to have rocks and should be paid the $30,000 by the
dive keepers, and go after the men best for the city and will prevent tne Sunday closing statutes of the dirt
dumped on her streets! It is city.
in
Failing
,
invalid.
declared
state
who stantikiiind them. if thost complications.
utterly ridiculous; it is fare:cal; it iel To this request Col. Lewis replied
this, they declare their intention of outlandish,
men have 'pulls" then let the grand
extravagant. monstrous, that the city will continue its appeal
depots,
closing - up the lot and milk
prepopeterons;
Of course., it iv cal-'in the case, but that Mr. Rurke hai
, Jae" indict them and the officers
"The traction company came to too, and going after the printing of
over fw'ficim ihey exercise the unholy Paducah for inveslement—Ito maim Sunday newspapers. They claim that led gravel, but it iv nothins but dirt the right to take the matter before
suppesse it these things are no more necessary and rocks, which makes all the dust the council if he wishes.
influence. What is it to the good money. Did any one
which is growing more and, more ai
purpose. Whil en Sunday than ialoons.
came
other
for
any
rope
Padticah to have a clean the company is making money, how
nuisance, and perhaps „Add% five Per CASES AGAINST
As the fight in Louisville will cent to the sickness in oar midst.
city in .appearance and yet have it has the city fared since the big pay
PACKERS
UP.
COME
doubtless be followed in other parts Have we not enough? Can the HoLEMON, ORANGE, CHERRY
li4Ohycombed with dives and joints rolls were turned loose?"—Padircah of the state by order of the govermane Society stop it?
Maybe not, Charged at Kansas City With Acwhere the lewd, the vicious and the
nor, it is well to eonsider this.
but if they do, they will he blessed
cepting Rebates From Rail.
The people of Paducah desire to The theary on. which saloons are
immoral -congregate and poison the
roaCa.
•
make
company
traction
see
the
a
legislated against is that many peovery. moral atmosphere of the comARE GOOD. OUR
munity, contaminating and corrupting legitirnate profit on a legitimate in- ple, having nothing especially to do NAVY OFFICERS ASSAULTED
cases
of
Kansas
O.—The
City,
June
on the .Sabbath, arc apt to linger
the Tooth of the city of both sexes. vestment, but they do object to paythe Armour. Swift, Cudahy and Nellong in the saloons, spend the bulk Panama Police Acused or Maltreatin
order
light's
t
price
ing
for
double
son
Morris Packing conittnies, inThis vestien is of more vital imef their earnings there and get drunk
ing Americans on irahmus.
dicted last December or alleged
WITH CRUSHED — STRAWportanee to the welfare of Paducab enable that company to pay dividends and disorderly by taking drink after
violations of the intOrstate commercei
drink. Often it is a reasonable
Washington. June 6.—A cablegram
than that of sewers, perks, well kept on watered stocks. ,
BERRY, PEACH. PINEAPPLE on
The vast amount that has been theory, as 's evidenced by the Mon- received at the navy epariment from law in receiving concessions from the
streets and beautiful yards. If PaduRailQuincy
Chicago,
Burlington
&
CHERRY„ IS BETTER
day police court dockets in every Commander Bowyer of the cruiser
cah has men with ,"pulls," and pesti- squeezed out of consumers by incompany in rates on shipment'
road
city where thc saloons are undis- Columbia, now at Colon. confirms
lential infliontee, the quicker the city creased prices amounts to over turbed.
the press reports of the maltreatment to New York for export, were called
have
"the
roils"
big
double
that
.pay
in the United States district court
gets rid of them, either by exposing
Now, it is hardly conceivable that by Panamn police of some of the ofhere Tuesday.
When the present
words men deprived
other
turned,
In
loose.
been
ficers
and
men of that ship while
of their saloons would
them or sending them to sail, the
case
has
disposed
been
of the- Bur
people
for every dollar paid out the
hang around a milk depot all day they were ashore. it is said that two
beteeritii:ill be for the good people.
Railway
lington
tried on
will
be
young
officers who interceded in behave been taxed two'dollars; and yet long and get indigestion by drinking
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY.
harges of granting concessions to
half
of
some
of
their
meet
were
bruterdless
glasses
of
milk.
We suppose se;:ne of the cheap the News-Democrat as the hired or•
hese
defendants.
ally
aesaulted and beaten by the
TEL. 736.
screw corporation hirelings will be gan of that company thinlcs the peo- It is hardly believable that men
The cases brought to tiial today
,
,
go to an ice depot and "brrak"
would
>ear a peculiar interest among the
denouncing President Roosevelt as pie are such darned' fools as to be•
buying chunks of froeen • Commander Bowyer states, how,everal cases yet to come up in thie
ever.,
a 'demagogue for' his exposures of lieve any of the rot that it is dishing water. Nor
that
the
vice
is
governor
makis it easy to sec why a
NOTICE.
;mot of concerns and individuals
the-' packing house scandal.
elan should purchase More. than on- ing a strict investigation of the facts
The otoe
or two copies of a Sunday news- and has promised to punish the charged with various violations of
rich people are boycotting the Am-.
.he interstate commerce act, in which
List of new subscribers added by
communication
thie
paper. And unless the Sunday news- guilty partiee. meanwhile expreeing
iesue is a
Ira n. packing home products and
-he right of the United S,:atee to in: the East TennesseC Telephone comhis
deep
regret
at
the
oceourance
paper
see
him
to
it
libeled
is
hard
worth
from
"P. l'. L." which is well
iICOJtbCjrfJfl9Urs Now
keire _Lao and _eonrrul ehoort rates_
hovsereht
Pon, todaYt
telEeeespaper jag Andrei make a The egiarium adhs
attackleer the president and says it reading, and two of the complaints person disorderly.
the isthmus on the Columbia from oill for the first time be tried before
2726—Howard, Geo., Res.,.W. Clay.
the United States have now all been 3 jury. Judge McPherson ie sitting
is spite work. The people of this are well founded and should receive
In fact, tleie method of attack by
AM—Jackson, Della, Res., 424 N.
in
the
present
cases.
sent
inland
and
the
placed
in camp at
attention of the authoritielf ill the liquor men will make their case
coentj'i will indorse the exposure of
.3r4.
Empire
and
along
the
route
of
the
reference
to the overtaxed beasts
tlie men who have growit rich off
ridiculous instead of making the law
canal.
2727 -Kelley, Clarence, Res., 0'When • man is hungry words of
burden and the nerve-racking noise odious.
(4 selling diseased meat.
sympathy are not calculdteethti fill r.riensville.
What thia ounstry -needs at this of the street cars. The third coin- As pointed out the other day, on
Superintendent Pat Halloran of the aching void.
•27o8—Edwards, Sam, Res., 1215
the subject dt Sunday closing there the
Katterjohn Construction works Place th, curiosity of a wornatt Jones.
time ..is men who have the k-ourage plaint alsont the gravel on the streets
is
no
Many
opinion.
united
public
before the camera and the result, will
to4eesse out and_ex,pose the corrupt as already been attended to by t elpeople see no harm in having them was in the city yesterday.
2366—Levan, _W. N., Res., Kincade
r 'eh
•
be' a picture of some man.
board of pietlic wOikei
., which body,
Methods of the rieh - and' -powerfu
Ave.
lopen.
Other think it is the greatest
Many
a
loser eventually makes
Prodigals have always exceeded the
delis that maker's Money by question- three weeks ago ordered the street wrong.
good by making a bluff at winning. suply of fatted calves.
Like other commodities telephone
inspector,
to
cease putting any but
Enforcing the law as it is on the
able nwth odee
service should be paid for according
statute books will simply serve to
Thai"atscab Stur, the cbiej owner screened geavel on the streets.
to its worth and value.
bring
matters to'a focus. If the meof which- holding a fat government
We have in the city cheer sastie
state
"Credit to whom it ie due. What j()ritY of the People of the
. job by grace of President Roosevelt
subscribers
or five times as many as
In
retained
favor
will
on
be
the
law,
it
making
a
selection
for
•
was Paducah before castern Capital-cornniencement gift or a wedding present
will dare not to denomiti M.'Rooseists came to the city and- unloaded the books. if they oppose it the let us call your attention to a few new things we have. You must see our the Independent Co.; onside of the
velt as 2 demagogue, bet as the hire. millione?"—Pattecati
News- Demo_ legislature will doubtless repeal it. beautiful line of
city and within the county we have
ling of the local corporations Ott era.
it; .,411 But the way to achieve this is not
,
63
times as many subscribers as the
in.by attacking the ice man, the milk
sheet does not hesitate to denotesce
That's easy. It
wee a city
Independent
Co. Yet we will place
our perfect line of
melt and newspapers that endeivor th which its electric light consumers man and the press.
s telephone in your residence at the
protect the public front Yolitery at paid from so cents to so cents for
hi/hen inefloabt listen to your wife,
same rate the Independent Co. is
its masters' hands. In other words 16 candle power lights but are now,
A woman'oeidea.of a stingy 'person'
supposed to charge and provide in
it ,is dollars and cents that the Sun paying 75 cents to $1.00 per light for is one whoetan kefp a secret.
Some new designs in a FERN DISH. See the assortment we have
'
long distance
addition,
,
facings@
gang is .after. .When it pays to be the same iservitie—Thanke to the ' Every- man it wable of doing his in Fancy Sterling silver pelesa••-ott r prices special for May—.Silvet
which
will
enable
you
to
reach
plated work at % price in knives f orks, and spoons.
fifty
silent it is silent, but when it is paid eastern capitaliete.•Second, Paducah best and it is tip to him to do it.
Engraving free on each price.
Call early for choke of selection. million people from your home.
to malign and denounce, it is ready I had a superior street car service---'1 Shake the hand of some people and
Call 300 for further information.. "
to do the dirty work. And so it is, ethat given them today, aeording to give some other people the shake
•
• You can dcubtlees name a num!), I
with the little individuel, hirelings pi. _the ge1vsral comment, made by
the of people who !al tOo nattelt--fnclud
EAST TENNESIEE TEAPHONE
the annotate interests.
('tic be .the most unservicable the in yourself.
COMPANY.
•a,
Broadway.Qathries Old Stand.

EYE GLASSESProperly
I m$2.F2d
$

and
Adjusted

Solid Bold
$5.00

EYES TESTED FREE

di: L. WO LF F,

I

J
0

RI NTING

THAT PLEASES
Phones:
4 20

202-R

KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY
121S 4th St.

Our Pure Fruit
Phosphates
Ice Cream

'-

HAYES

a

DO NOT BE HASTY

Niagara Falls Cut Glass

High Art Hand Painted China

•
Eyes Tested Free.
J. A. KOnetzka,
EYE-SEE Jewelry & Optical Co.
Jeweler and Opticiaa;
313
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Paducah—

ab r bh po a
••../...v.
• •.4..., 1 1 2 2
Me lain, If.
,4 ,
4 onall' n
Haas, /b.
- 4 0 I ,7, c,
woz44. at). ....: a 0,4) 1-,.. a.
SMALL CROWD WAS THOR- Lloy4....J1,
4 0 'n IL o
3 5 a I o
Taylor, cf.
OUGHLY PlIZASED YESPerry,'-'ss.
„
2 0, 01 2 7
•
Downing, c.2 0 0 12 I
W'rioht, p. .,
3, 0- i o o

SPLENDID GAME

,

..

eo.BIG STORE
BURGINIIZED
()i
0
0 Thieves Got Several Hun`dred Dollars Worth
o

Pitchers ot
Proved Above .
To12111—
23 2 5 27 8
Inn.—
*he likWaittge--.Details of
1 2 3 5 6 7 8 ea—RHE
the Gann.
Jack. ..
0 6 o o ora ,o 0-1 4 2
Pad. .... ..00tiod a 1'dx—a 5 o
Earned runs—Paducah, 1.
.
Two base hits—Nippert, Haas.
How They Shand.
Stolen hasee—Ebrisaht, Hughes
'W L Pet. Berte, Taylor.
Danville
4..sio 14 .580
Sacrifice
hits—McClain,
Haas
Viacc
.
.5715 Perry. r
Paducah .
1 a -529
Bases on balis—Off Wright, a.
Cairo • • •.• •.11)1404i
18 16 -529
Struck out—By Fox, 3; by Wright;
Jackeonville ...,k.kti..I 14 19 -424 12.
Mattoon .........,. ...;.;13 20 .375
Hit by pitched' ball—Haas, Downi
ing.
Resul2k4rt4rday.
Left on bases—Jacksonville, 3;
Paducah, 1; Jacksony le, r.
Paducah, 5.
,
Caia7r3 Arta
"
t on, I.
'Time of game —7.20,
Vineenites, 4; Danville,
'Unapire--Bush.

.14._

• LI A. I ,......---

Selisiddie 'For Today.
jakeollMilatietaioli Paducah.
Mattoon ai'Cairo.
izittas at Danville.

r

• P...

6

HANK

WAS

THE

VICTIM

The police authorities yesterday
gave out information regarding a big
house burglary which occurred over
Gne week since, but which was kept
quiet in order thaesthe officers could
htettoon Loot Through grrors.. lode on it in trying to ferret out the
Cairo, Ill., June 6.-1\wo erros by burglars.
King and Armstrong lost the game The place robbed was the big
for Mattoon. The features of the hardware store of flank brothers on
game were the fettling of Illosser, of Broadway near Third street, and sevthe locals, and Jokeelmrst's pitching: eral hundred dollars worth of goods
RHE stolen.
burglar.
the
It seems
1 5 2 clambered up
Mattoon
on a shed at rear 9f
Cairo
34' the establishment, apd from the outBatteries—Jokelauret anti Schissell;
isde opened a window which lead
Hatch and Searles.
into the office that stands raised
Umpire—Willaerson.:
about ten feet at rear of the first
floor. Gaining an entrance in this
Vincennes.
Veach Wins Per
manner, they proceeded to take about
Danville, Ill., June 6.—Vincennes
too tine knives, many safety razors,
today's
won
•Veaela,
with the hells of
and also those of the ordinary make,
game by a more of 4 to 1.lefiE while other articles were taktn. Mr.
Hank has missed several hundred
Vincennes
-4 4 140 dollars worth of stuff, but on ac2
...t
5
Danville
count of carrying such an immense
Batteries--Chenaselt and Matteson;
stock he cannot tell whether he •bas
Quiesser.
Fleming and
discovered everything stolen, or not.
1 he officers have failed to looms tlis
thief.

The feviians" at Wallace park yestersliiY '
noon witalemed Aa spiceof ball. • The 'pitchers of
. • did g
each
proved ihefamelves above
...sge, the tuarnbers of the two
the a
''-•
fly displayed admirable
sines
vies 1e opening to thi closing
andi; there were more
of the
good features in the game than is
the case freetsentlai The game vas
_that the fans were
such a
, get tire complete
mgde to- a
throw-MiltallMir lthernoon b.eince•
nØrc slay before been
t''• Hid abg
•aaytkitik at
I pike yesterday's the
grandsta
not have been as
It is safe to say.
leinptyg44
.-Llaapire llitils' '-the bossing act.
not 'having resigned as was said the
41y 4)efore. lin vas only taking an
Minty-Three Robberies.
41 day,. t'rieOsas, having deemed
emmow.m i
tat the Nhyi wake to be an off one ant In pumuance cif a judgment of Mcnignwaymen
and
The thieves,
fI'tdO fairly well after his Cracken Circuit Owl, rendered at burglars have run rampant in this
rest, taMeeloWlif in calling balls and as April teirn, 1906, in the action of city for the past sixty days, as not
. itaikies. but wile • off at the first base C. A. Isabel, ,admtrator, etc., a night goes by wfthout some place
greviously 10 plaintiff, agaisaat Cu Ca Burton, etc., being broken into, or some person
in several calks and
when be called McLain out at first defendant, I will on Monday, June relieved of their valuables.
The
on a slow threar of -the thitd 'base- tath, (about .alioue of to o'clock promiscuity with which the larceny
man who had fumbled the ball. But a m.),
1gc4 '(beltsgs-OCouuty Court has been going on has never been
he did so much better than vsua day), at the coast house door in Pa- equalled within histety of this city,
that this mietalee was soon forgotten ducah, Kentucky, sell to the highest :nd the cuprits have been very sucWright, the locals' new pitcher
bidder, on a credit of six months, the cessful in covering up their tracks.
'was in the hitt ire the first time, an following described property, viz:
One officer yesterday remarked
Fox,. who is no rloneh, did the sam
that he had been keeping account of
of
land,
a
acres
a
part
being
of
Work for the visitors. While 'Weigh
April, and found that just ninetydelightei'l the fans With his effective tract of 28 acres and as poles, lying
cc robberie, and burglaries .,ad
creek,
in
island
on
the
east
side
of
him.
delivery Fria was not far behind
been
pulled off, while the—seene-1.0.
McCracken
Kentucky,
County,
and
'Each kepi the batters guessing
increase in number as AO
.4s
the
83,
part
in
beng
No.
of
a
Lot
hoe
bee Wrigik candialy won the
largest
is
The
portion
this
by.
of
.
'armors. 14e strocie out twelve men plat of survey of the Langstaff land, attributed
to the fact that 'the'Police
page
Book
recorded
_Deed
Oa,
H,
in
thes
of
Charing the game and seven
department has been reduced, and
went down in the first five innings McCrackepi,Cponty Court Clerk's ofthere arc not, enough officers- to keep
/nor
hickory
Beginniag
northfice.
It
a
of
worthy
The official score is
a close lookout in guarding against
than a passing notice as evidence o east corner ortot 83. thence north
played.
poles,
degrees
game
thence
we'.
west
to thievery.
to8
En
- how the
•
The game was marked during the Idand creek, thence up and with the
and
Watch
Filthy
that
fact
the
foe
innings
foow
meanders of said creek to a corner
first
Adrain Robinson of --Rcioncville.
not a man got to first base except on said creek a cypress, thcnce south
Haas, of the locals, and he got there 8e. cast 64 poles to a stake, thence Ind., reported to the officers that the
ei.y before he was coming into this
allari,'co rh being hit by.the pitcher.
north 5 diurees 64 poles to the begin.
city on a steamboat, when a man
e were so few scores made Ping
named Lon Githian, who was with
worth
not
doting the game that it is
Or as much thereof as may b.,
while 'to tell how they wee* made. necessaty to satisfy said judgment, lrm, advised Robinson to put his
The TWO the locals secured were interest and cost, amounting to watch, vest and money in the office
cf the steamboat for safekeeping.
earned ones and the one the visitors Safttoo.
Robinson gave Githian the garment
got was a mere serattca. Jt 'resulted
The purchaser w.il be required to and valuables to place with the clerk,
front V.;right lotting the man to give
bond with apprnved security, and about that time the craft landed
first n
bearing
intereat at 6 per cent from and Robinson came up into.the City.
Lutshaw. several times showed up
day of 4ale, having force of replevin Shortly thereafter he returned to the
yesterday,
disgustingly
c
the
gain
in
4
behaved himself l'ke a gentleman. bond, on which execution may inalle craft and asked for his valuables,
'hen he was informed nohing had
He clearly desired to redeem 'himself when due.
This 7th day of June igo6.
been left there for him. fle believes
There was, however, evidence on the
I.
.. D. HUSBANDS, Attorney.
that Githian skipped out with them.
port of another visitor to get into
The latter's home is supposed tki
CECIL REED,
bad repute with the spectators and
Master Commissioner.
in Of an, Wyo.
Belo who should
he succeetkek
have been the last man to have set
Another Bike Gone..
*h an example, was derided 'by the GIRL'S FIST STOPS FOOTPADS
crowd for some,funny business and
Mr. Adolph Weil yesterday re•
took notice of the fact by a -very Training Acquired While Boxim ported to the authorities that his
ungentlemanly use of one of his
bicycle had been stolen from the
With Brothers Proves Salvation.
hands in &Cm view of all, lie got
tear porch of his home.
a good roast for the act, but not
,1—Skilt in adminis--half what he deserved.
Used "Dediki"
tering abort arm jabs and planting
In field work several members of heavy rights on vulnerable parts of
Rfilph Butler, was arrested yestcr•each club did some stunts which won an opponent's anatomy saved Jessie tiaY N'bY Officers Emile Gourieux on
-applpuse and in batting, while not Ball, a pretty Waukegan girl, from the charge of having "dediki" placed
simon -hits were made, some pretty holdup men in the Northwestern sta_ upon a little five year old boy named
stick work was dlone_ 'Taylor,
.43,4_4,44...Dexte.r St0wptt zha......astorrarst
locals. who few uo long a time ap- attanipulation of her Rote which she gotten out by the later lad's father,
peared to have lost out with the ilearned when toxin( with her broth- who claims *hat Butler gave the
*tick, got two hits which were pret- ers as a girl
enabled the plucky borning and itching composition to
ty ones.
young. woman to protect her property Harry Litre!h and got him to throw
'The third game of the series be - and put her harassers to fight.
it upon the Howell boy who was
%wail these two Otitis will be played
Miss flail was about to take the Learly run frantic by the horrible
What.. Each nine -premises their beet train for her:'Mime and was passing itching sensation and buring.
woala TacHock &s -to pitch for the through the 'iftterance to the statieni
C felt her purse
Threatened "Miss Mary."
-in a crowd '414kil
Samday the
DonVilles come for ametelled Siii"tatifted to see a man "Miss Mary" Mayberry colored,
three games. The 'fans are more tugging 'at thi bastenings.
got a warrant for Rosa Dunlap, colanieious now than ever before to see a word she %teed the holdup man ored, charging the latter with threatthhm St Wallace park thecause they and a sharp tussle was begun, the ening her life. 'The accused , was
hold, first position itow and svhen here thug attempted to wrest the purse arrested by Officers Johnsont.esond
won a high opiniotr from all. It is from her grasp.
Rogers.
-.said that the locals are go have a
'At ;last, seeing sae was about to
niow man err two in one or more of Aimee liosesion of it, she delt the
Believe He's the Man.
the games with the Dansilles, but stranger a. blow in the face with her
Yesterday morning John Polk, colis only
on dit.
clenched fist. He staggered back- ored, was arrested near Eighth and
di'thisTh
;
e .toll :1 ,
tho off)eial ,.score ward and recovering from his sur- Harrison streets by Officers Fergq•
di yeRterday's(ftVe:
Oise fled, mingling with the crowd. son and Hill, who believe they have
in him the guilty party who has
Jacksonville—
al? r hh po a
Expetienced Mother. Know..
stolen so many sets of harness
Copeland, If. _8,4/.la)
rev, '0
mound over the city clueing the past
That very few are Just to children few
4 0 I ja a a
'Livingston. rf.
weeica. He was identified by
. ,
generous
easier•
it
to
That
be
o
Ebright, ab.
/
3 t
Dairyman Henry Colettlan as the
it than just.
.41 o ra
Hughes.fi
negro who sold him the set of har:That tuany children become • die- eems stolen from
bi o
gr„ t T
M. M. Tuckers'
3 to t 2 .2 ttcourag'ed because their best effort. residence at', Iola Ylarrison•
aii
Ha,1'
street.
Berte.-sla i"
.
3 b 6 3 6 Insect with no approval.
Polk was locked up, while Rufus'
3 0 0 1 ,1 0 that nothing tames .a child to, Sullivan Was arrested yestetdaa
Melt, e4
on
3 o o 0 4 0 ccapaf his efforts to please oilooner` stispibion of being 'connected.
Fox. is.. „„,„
•-*-that
--1,
-. -+- — — than to find
every. hing he (loci
#
Chef Collins. ils' confident Polk is
. Totals—
4 a* 16 a is When as a tramp or gOnrse. ..t1 /IA tight maii .140 iitall been doing
6..

commissioners'Sal

,I.•••••••••••.11.

Nadinola'
A mew discovery, sold
ander a positive gear-,
antes ,and money refunded la every tem
where II flats to remove
rrozauss, pimples, liversoots, san-ten, sallowness, caller discolorsSloes, blackheads and all
eruptions of the skin,DO
manor of bow lona

swamis, cans ordinary

cases In 10 Says,and the
worst In le days. Alter
Slim defects are removed the 1k4a will be
soft, healthy and beautifiL NO possible
harm sail remit frau its use. $eagate and
at leading drug stores or by malt.

so much -stealing, and desires that
celery Oily who has bought a set of
lartaa$4. Mak .4oyone, outside _Kau.
harodealer, re0ort the fact to the hall,
as the names of'the purchasers are
Itnown, and by reporting the harnese
bought this will save the authorities
much trouble in going around and
collecting up the sets.
Officer Albert Senser yesterday recovered a set of harness that had
been sold to John Low by a darky.
The harness is patent 'leather with
b-ass trimmings.

6-.---., -3., rf

3140

OF YOU ON YOUR JOURNEY YOU SHOULD SAVE
YOUR SUPPLIES TO SURELY TAKE
YOKI ACROSS IT.

ENovezi OF

With Olt e Ahead,
BRINGING SICKNESS AND LOSS OF EMPLOYMENT,
ARE YOU GOING TO SPEND ALL YOU EARN AS
YOU GO ALONG.
START A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US TODAY WE
WE WELCOME SMALL ONES AS WELL AS LARGE
ONES.

Valuables Found.
Yesterday the police searched the
room of Ras Campbell, colored, who
resides in the little frame house in
rear yard of the Empire flats on
Broadway near Seventh street. He is
the negro arrested the night before
for prowling around nearby white
homes, and- in his room the officers
found all kind of good clothes, some
fematwearing
apparel,
much
jeweils' and money, and a diamond
or two. One ring had engraved
on
it, "H. K. to L. Id. S." The officers
are Working on Campbell's case and
believe they have a "nice" captive
in hand.
When caught lurking around the
home in question, he had only a
rece or two of clothing on.

KOH OF CHRIST

1

Four Per Cent. paid on Savings Deposits
Open Saturday Nights

Mechanic's and Farmers
Savings Bank.

Unmerciful Beatings.
Reports have come to the police
that daily in a certain family on
Clements street in Mechanicsburg,
the little children get unmerciful
beatings at hands pf the parent. The
authorities are investigating
the
matter and also the Humane society,
and will prosecute if circumstances GUY NANCE,
justify.
Manager.

227 BROADWAY.
M. NANCE,
Embalming.

GUY NANCE

'Undertaker and Embalmer,
PRIVATE AMBULANCE
for Sick and Injured Only.
213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
OLD PHONE thig.
NEW PHONE 334.
PAWCAB, KY,
11=1111D

•

We have on hand
For Sale••

17,

Horse Power Motor.
a 5 Horse Power Motor.
5/
1
4 Horse Power Motor.
8 Horse PoWer Motor.
to Horse Power Motor.
aoo Light Dynamo.

• .4 ts
.3faci,

•

THIS FORMED THEME FOR
ELOQUENT SERMON
YESTERDAY.

FOREMANBROS.
Novelty Works.

Cumberland Presbyterian Congregation Held Business Meeting
Last Evening.

121-123 North Fourth Street.

"The Losing of Christ in the Tern,
tile, and Its Lessons" was the subject the entlYeadongregation of the Cum
for another eloquent discourse yes- berlihNlaPresbyterian church last eve
terday morning by Rev. H. L. Day ning, and numerous matters discusenport of St. Louis, at the Third sed. The ,gathering was not in re
street Methodist church tent revival lation to die union of the C. P. and
on South Fifth near Jackson street.' Presbyterian church, as presumed by
At the evening hour his grand themei manywas "I'aul and the New Life,' There
we a nutnlber ealf gonversions at
C. W. B. M. Tomorrow
the evening hour.
; The C. W. B. M. of the First
Dr. Davenport is one of the most Christian church, meets tomorrow.
magnetic divines ever preaching in afternoon with Mrs. Charles E. Jen-T
this city, and last night the great rungs at hrr home in Arcadia.
At
popularity into which
the meeting 2:3o o'clock vehicles will meet the
has sprung, was evidence by the street cat at the park station to carry
presence of nearly 1,000 people un the guests to the reeidence half a
I for the sweet girl graduate and for
der the big tent. 'He is only 32 years mile distant.
sa,11
of age, but one of the most renowned,
occasions watchess rings, lockets,
and widely known workers Over the That each child's disposition, as'
north, occupying the pulpit of a lead- well as his constitution, should be chains, hatpins, bracelets, shirt 1st
ing church in St. Louis+ of this de- studied conscientiously and careNly.
nomination. Ile comes of a disting- That a child has a right to some set collar pins, also silver novelties
uished family, being named for his ccnsideration of his tastes in the matof all descriptions.
ancestor, Harry Lee, known in the ter of dress and,food as well as his
Civil War as "Light Horse" Harry amusements.
Lee, one of the greatest fighters of That we are too often arbitrary
his day.
with our little people, and thoughtWe handie all the finest and dainti lessly trample on their rights; and est articles with the utmost care,
CumbetAand Presbyterian.
!they read our motives more clearly and make repairs that are absolutely
A husinesa-, meeting was held
than we think.
satifactory. ;
.westememeseemasisamosemmai

REPAIRING A SPECIALTY

by

Ur

alarm
Sormgfa
nes
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY

J. L. WANNER,
'Jeweler
428 Broadway.

I'HONIC

722-8.

Plemoolosmse

Excursion:

AND IN OUP LINE YOU WILL
FIND
THE
CHOICEST
STYLES FOR SMART TAILORING THE MARKEYSAIn'AFFORD. THE PATH OF THE GOOD DRESSER IS ROTH
EASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES MERE FOR HIS
CLOTHES. WE STAND FOR EVERY
GARMENT
Wff St. Louis and Tennessee River PitaTur$ OUT.
1
- et company—the cheapest and hesI excursion oat of Paducah.

Dicke & Black,

516 Broadway.

lcidri.;

With a Desert Ahead

NATIONAL TOILET COMPANY. Parts. Tam

IN THE PAST SIXTY DAYS JUST
NINETY-THRICE ROBBERIES
) OGJOARIES }JAYE
VP
SEEM conitrrnith
Police Believe They Have Harness
Thief in John Polk, Colored,
Who Was Arrested.

To Remove Freckles lk Phoples
Is Tea Days, Use

MERCHANT TAILORS.
LEAGUE PARK.

nn For the Round Trip to
$8.uu
Tennessee river & retu rn

PADUCAH vs. JACrSONVILUI

JUNE 5, 6 AND 7

A

a trig of p4sart, comfort
and rest; good Jr ice, good table
good roams,
pcats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
CENTS, BOX
GRANI) STAND 3
SEATS-6o
CENTS.
For other information apply. to AI.
TICKETS
N SALE SMITH & NAGEOL
Koger, euperintendent;
Frank LI
FOURTH & BROADWAY
P. M. SHARP. 1
GAME CALLED AT 3:3o
Brown, agent.

General Admission 25 Cents.

It

is

ernments to pass the necessary laws,
and then the people must see that
MINININ111111116.
the laws are enforced.
The meet'ng at Watkins Ilail June
s9 will be one of the most important
ever held in Nashville, and the house
.Under Senterce of Death, Mrs. Agshould be crowded to the doors. No
tcople Will Demand More Drastic
League to Meet in Watkins Hall, one rig! make a dollar out of it; in
gie Myers Pens an Appeal "To
fact, those taking a leading part, the
Measure.
Nashville.
the Women-Murder of her
physicians will actually lose financiWill bring pleasure to your
ally when they win the fight which
Husband in Aid of a
home during the long serawill greatly decrease the number of
Will Ise keenly appre
Paramour Her
Nashville, Tenn., June 6-The com- patients
(By Albert J. Beveridge.)
mer evenings. They are runciated
they now have. Yet, they
after a trial by people who
The purpose of the meat inspection
sufmittee on organization and by-laws have gone heart and soul
Crime.
ning
now at our store. Come
into it.
fer from headaches-sev
.bill is to make certain that the Amerere or
All that is necessary to insure sueof the Anti-Consumption League,
mild,
occasional or chronic.
in and hear them. Then
ican people shall get from our packwith Dr. W. J. Morrison as chair- sess is for the actual beneficiaries of
They never fail to
ers just as g000d meat and meat
you'll Want one. Big selecKansas City. Mo., June 6.-Will man, has fnished its work and l's.the. movement to take an interest
„food products as the European peothe great state of Missouri hang the ready to report. The committee is et it.
tion
of records.
GIVE QUICK
.vIt get from them.
young woman of comparatively at- authorized to call a meeting of the
The European governments de RELIEF.
or:gi
nal members, the members of
tractive appearsnce and of fair educa'nand that we subject all meats
Easing the pain in a very
tion. convicted of what the supreme the Press Club who have taken an
few
AtikiPPed to.Abern ip.careful inspection, cour
t terms the foulest deed in the aqive interest is the matter, and all
and we, on our part, concede that
-1111
11atm.
citizens interessted in this great move- I We are organiaiag
crimisial annals of Missouri.
a syndicate
that demand is just. This is the reaJEWELERS.
The execution of Mrs. Aggie Myers ment in the interest of humanity. In whereby investors can put in, any
*on why the federal government prois set for June 29. ''The woman of accordance with this authority, the 'amount from $too up and buy an
403 Broadway.
in•vides for such careful inspection of
iron," the police of Kansas City call meeting has been called to be held 'terest in 43 homes and six extra lots.
•meat sold abroad.
het, because of her calmness under in Watkins Hall Friday, June ag.
The total price is $24,000.
The
(But if it is conceded that we ought
At this time the objects of the or_ terms are $7,000 cash and the
circumstances • hich would drive
balance
Why will you suffer/
to inspect meat sold to the people of
most women m.
to suicide. And gsnization will be clarly oulined and Szoo per month. It is probable that
other countries, we ought to inspect
DRUGGIST
Whe.n
the "woman of iron" she, remained several short addresses will be de- the property will not cost the buymeat sold to the people of our own
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THE FIRST OPEN CAR.
True Tale of an Ilveryday Incident
Which Had Romantic Furnishings.

•AN OX RACE IN GERMANY.

THE COLORS OF SYRIA. 'I GETTING BACK TO NATURE

beasts Ridden by Their Owners
Idarevlous Warmth and Depth Mark
Without Whip er Spurs, Is
the Landscapes of That
the Rale.
Country.
——
IS many of the out of the way disThe crowning glory of a Syrian landtricts of Germany ox racing has long
scape, however, is its brilliant coloring.
been • very popular sport The en
Before I left America it seemed to me
trance fee for the races is small, but
that the vivid tints of Tissot's pictures
the beasts must be ridden by their
must be exaggerated, but they fall short
owners. The rider Is not allowed to of the
reality,says the World To-day. 0:
have either whip or spur and be must course,
no artist can hope to reproduos
ride his animal bareback, trusting to the
marvelous warmth and depth of the
his voice to guide the beast It is here colors in
an eastern landscape, or to
that the skill of the rider comes into Imitate
the vague, soft hues that are so
play, as everything depends upon the character
istic of the Syrian atmosphere;
training of the ox and the ability of but
it would be almost as impossible for
the owner to direct his movements. him to
find tints that were overbrig'ht or
As the oxen do not race on a track to arrange
them in an order too Mang
It is no easy matter to guide them. to be matched
by the Syrian sun.
The race course is a field, perhaps a
The very nights are full of color. The
mile square, the start being made at moonlight is
so brilliant that it is easy
one side and the finish at the other. to read a guide
book; and, even on a
Sped is of secondary importance in moonless night,
and in the wilderness,
the race. 14114, golf, the sport reqpirea far from any
city's glare, the starlight
accuracy, aad the rider who can force has been so
bright that I could see the
his lumbering charger to do la a second hand
of sty watch and could find
straight line is certain to win.
quite a distinct shadow cast by Jupiter.
When all the competitors are lined A moonlit scene
at home gives only the
up at the starting point the dismal to Impression of
light spots and dark
begin the race is given. Then the fun spots; everything is
black or white or
commences, for, in spite of the riders' gray, but here
in Syria the moonliget
efforts, the deeds usually refuse to shows all the colors of the rainbow.
Toe
head toward the finish mark. Besides, green of the trees
and grain, the red of
the difficulties are greatly increased the tile roofs, the blue
of sea and aloe
from the fact that the onlookers are al- and the white of the distant
mountains
lowed to be in the field and may do are softer and more delicate,
but hardanything to interfere with the con- ly less distinct, one from
another, than
testants so long as they do sot touch in the sunlight.
him or his beast. Though oxen arg
But the sunset colors are the best of
naturally the least excitable of sal.. all, especially where
the mountains
male,, the noise of the spectators soon come close to the sea. I hesitate
to comreduce* them to a state of utter be- mit Beirut with Naples; yet
we have as
wilderment. Often an hour will pass clear skies here, the sweep
of the bay is
before erne of the
is riddem uncle; much the same, 034 Instead of smoky
the wire. The vicc areceivee a small Vesuvius, there is the splendid
range of
money prise, which Is gothing com- Lebanon, culminating in Jebel
Sunnin,
pared to the honors brought him by this almost twice as high as the
Italian
victory, and the animal is decorated mountain, and for half the year crowned
with garlands of flowers. Among the with dazzling snow.
peasants great events are reckoned
from the time so-and-reo won the on
RUSSIAN PARISH PRIEST.
race.

i French

Peasant Who Had His Own
Idea of Pranceis Principal
Danger.

E. H. PURYEAR,

CZAR MADE A COCK AIL.
New York Doctor Taught Him the
Trick and He Was an Apt
Pupil.

Attorney-at-Law

Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building.
The French peasant who, since the
The girl sat in the last seat of the
"The present czar of Russia learned 523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Kydays of the revolution, has turned all
first open car of the season, looking
New 'Phone ego.
France into a kind of walled gardea, the art of making an American cockback at the long vista of the street
is still closely in touca, with nature, tail from an American physician," said
they were fast leaving behind them.
SPECIALTIES:
and in spite of agitators and politi- a man in an uptown saloon where he
Her hands were full of impedimenta,
cians,
his
presence
was
in
sipping
the
though that word Is perhaps more corthe old-fashioned tipple,
suffrage, to
Abstracting of Titles,
which he brings the sense and cunning "I have that from the physician
rectly applied to articles nearer the
Insurance, Corporation and
himof tlip fields, manes for national self," relates
feet. But a purse, a handkerchief, s
Real Estate Law,
the New York Sun.
betaltE. In proof of this, says Youth's I
letter and several small parcels do
"Not only that, but I sipped a cock
Companion, is a late scene reproduced
Pede one's progress, especially U
by one of the authors of "Sketches on, tat made from the same formula, out
e be a pretty maid with a pride in
R T. LIGHTFOOT,
the
Old Road Through France to ofn handsomely carved cup which bore
one's long, much beruffied skirts, re
an inscription from the donor, who at
Florence."
2ates the Chicago Record-Herald.
LAWYER.
Between Argentan and Alencon the the time was czarevitch, and which
Her parasol—the first of the season
writer fell to conversing with a peas- had contained the stirrup cup drunk
too—she placed beside her. She must
ant who, with immense patience, was at the last meeting between the Ruahave been thinking deep thoughts, fur
engaged in stirring the earth
It was with a start that she signalee
with elan 'heir apparent and the American Will practice in all courts of
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ant said, at last, "that France has Russian Molt and het some appointburdened hands, a gasp that was alto fear."
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ran to American drinks. The new
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destination.
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the most called for mixed drink at the
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Attorney at Law.
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Paducah,
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"Well, then, what Is the or'y thing Yankee doctor assured
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stanity increasing.
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FIRM NOW IN CHARGE
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AtDWIN PIANO

Scientifically Constructed and
the High,c Excellence....

It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured
Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer-

D. H. BALDWIN & CO.

W. T. MILLER,Agent.
520 Broadway,
.• P11114111, EY
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Book Department
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Will Sell You a Bicycle
On Easy Payments.

REASONS why you should_
Ride a Bicycle:
It

PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER

. !WILLIAMS

BICYCLE COMPANY,I
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Coal for wagons at Elevator
Foot of
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West Kentucky Coal Co.
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